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PREifACE 

• 
One of the major problems of commercial policy likely to arise 

after the war is· that of the trading relationships.between countries 
if some subjectotheir foreign trade to direct regulation and others 
desire to a"void such controls and to influence the free play of the price 
~chanism only or mainly by tariffs. Towards the solution of this 
problem, war-time experience can contribute little, as the external 
trade of almos~ all countries is now strictly controlled. The most 
appropriate approa.ch to the problem clearly lies in an analysis of the 
difficulties with which countries maintaining a substantially free 
trading system and relying primarily on the tariff method of trade 
regulation were faced in the 1930s owing to the growth of quotas, 
exchange control, government monopoly and other types of trade 
regulation elsewhere and in a critical appraisal of the attempts made 
to meet these difficulties. 

Such a task has been undertaken in this study by Professor Jacob 
Viner, who in his last chapter of conclusions, however, supplements 
his appraisal of past policies by constructive proposals for the future. 

This volume constitutes part of a programme of studies devoted 
to problems .of postwar economic policy. Other volumes in the same 
series, dealing with various aspects of the problem of future inter
national trading relationships, include Europe's Trade, The Network 
of World Trade, Commercial Policy in the Inter-war Period: Inter-
1!ational Proposals and Nationnl Policies, and Qua.ntitative Trade 
Controls: Their Causes and Natttre. Reference should also be made 
to the report of the League of Nations Delegation on Economic De
pressions on The Transition from War to Peace Economy, the third 
chapter of which deals, inter alia, with postwar commercial policy and 
allied questi;ns. • ' 

The publication of Professor Viner's study as a valuable contfibu
tion to thought on the subject of postwar commercial policy does not, 
of course, identify the League of Nations with the analysis and views 
contained in it. 
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!.INTRODUCTORY 
• 

h is the purpose o~ this memorandum to deal with the problems of 
commercial policy which arise for ;ny particular country which does 
not, and does not wish to, subject its ~oreign trade to direct regulation 
when other coutjJ:ries important in its foreign trad~ rel<trions do sub
ject the f~reign.trade transactions of their nationals to direct regu-
lation. • 
..... No country permits its foreign trade to be conducted wholly free 
from governme~t regulation. The devices by which a government can 
influence its country's foreign trade are many and varied in character, 
and there is some difficulty, both in theory and in practice, in drawing 
a sharp IiiJe between "direct" and "indirect" regulation. For the pur
poses of this memorandum, foreign trade transactions will be re
garded as free from "direct" regulation if the potential importer is 
free to make his decision as to whether to engage in the transaction 
on the basis of consideration only of the prices of the commodities 
concerned abroa<l and at home, of transportation costs, of exchange 
rates common to all, and of ordinary import duties, if any, applicable 
uniformly to all importers from the particular foreign country in
volved; or in other words, if the transactions are governed only by so
called "free market" considerations. Conversely, an import transaction 
will be regarded as subject to direct regulation if either (or both} of 
the two following conditions is not met: (a) any person within the 
country is free to import the commodity concerned, in ·any quantity 
and from whatever region, without the requirement of specific per
mits or licenses which are not freely available; (b) any importer of 
the commodity concerned can freely buy foreign exchange for use in 
payment of such import either in an open market or from exchange 
authorities at exchange rates uniform for all buyers. 

The criterion used here in determining the existence or non-exist
ence o~ "direet regulation" .is whether or not official authorities limit 
in any direct way the foreign trade operations of particular traders. 
There are three principal devices by which countries can in this sense 
directly regulate their foreign trade on a comprehensive scale: ex
change control, import quotas, and direct governmental conduct of 
foreign trade (i.e., state monopoly of foreign trade, and state-con-
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ducted trade where individual traders are formally left free to carry 
on forC(ign trade transactions on their own account but t?e state _has 
creatoo or permitted to exist- conditions with respect,to pnce~, tanffs, 
subsidies, privileged cartels, exctange rates, and so _on, _which l_c;_a~e 
110 basis, or only a negligible basi;;, for profitable transactions by md!
viduals on their own initiative). 

Exchange contr,.ol may not involve direct regulation of trade in the 
sense followed here. It does involve direct regulatim;. of trade only if 
there are under it restrictions and rationing with respect ~o the dis
posal of foreign-exd1ange receipts arising out of current expQP: 
transactions, and to the purchase of foreign exchange for the purpose 
of making payments for current or prospective ,commodity im
ports. As a rule, the use of exchange control for purposes of direct 
regulation of trade involves the setting up, unilaterally or by negotia
tion, of clearing arrangements, which may be regarded as i,Pstrumen
talities for the application of exchange control. Import quotas always 
involve some measure of direct regulation, although the degree of 
direct regulation would be slight if the quotas were global, without 
differentiation of source of import or identity of importer, and were 
allotted either on a strictly cllronological basis or by iot or auction. In 
general there would be in practice a substantial identity between con
trol of trade by "direct regulation" and "quantitative" control of 
trade through the allocation of exchange, through import quotas, or 
through direct government conduct of foreign trade. 

ThiS memorandum is concerned with the problems of commercial · 
policy that countries which in general desire to conduct their foreign 
trade on the basis of a free-market system encounter in their trade 
relations with countries which practice exchange control for trade 
regulation purposes, or which apply import quotas extensively, or 
which conduct a substantial portion of their foreign trade as a gov
ernment monopoly.' Since an obvious, and not obviously an erroneous, 

• 
1 The only significant types of what might be regarded as direct regulation of for

el~ trade not co':ered by these three categories are some of the practices usually 
des1gnated :"-S "ind1rect protection" or "administratf~e protection" aiid especially the 
co!'~ol o! unports _throug~ "sanitary" regulations or through arbitrary ad hoc ad
?,llm~poatl':e valu~t1o~s of Imports for customs purposes, including the application of 
antJdumpmg dl!tles. S?ch measures could be conceivably carried to such an extent 
~ to be a practical equ1valent of a system of comprehensive exchange control or of 
Import ,uotas. In the 1930's, for example, Canada made extensive use of arbitrary 
vaiues 10 the assessment of ad valorem import duties as a means of regulating the 
vo ume-and perhaps also the source-of imports. While no revealing official account 
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answer to the question of how free-ma;ket-system countries can best 
conduct their trade relations with the outside world when that world 
is largely or even predominantly operating under systems o~direct 
regulation of trade is that they afso should adopt one or the other . . 
of these systems, I !!ave felt it necessary to devote some space to an 
explanation of the rise of these systems and to an examination in 
general terms of how they have work-ed both for the ~ountries follow
ing them and f0r the countries adhering to the free-nrarket system. 
No attemfJt will be made, however, to give an account of the many 
.&t~b-types of direct regulation systems, or of their impact on particular 
countries, and historical material will be used only to provide back
ground and occasional concrete illustration for the analysis here 
presented. 

• 
II. EXCHANGE CONTROL 

REASONS FOR ITS RISE 

As will be explained, when exchange control is practised by any 
country for any purpose, it tends to be used also as an instrument of 
trade regulation; and when it is embarked upon by some countries it 
tends to spread to other countries. Realistic discussion of the problems 
which the use by some countries of exchange control as an instrument 
of trade regulation creates for countries which do not themselves 
practise or desire to practise exchange control calls therefore for 
objective consideration of the conditions which operate to ITiilke its 
use attractive to any country and for any purpose. 

Beginning with the onset of the great depression, country after 
country adopted, either on a partial or on a comprehensive basis, the 
exchange-control method of regulating its commercial relations with 
other countries, and by 1939 a substantial portion of the aggregate 

has ever been given of the principles which governed these valuations, it is possible 
that they were so applied as to be in practice the equivalent of a comprehensive sys
tem of import quotas. No attempt will be made here to cover these borderline phe
nomena. Wartime trade controls, for military or economic warfare purposes, will 
also be omitted trom the discussi~n. 

Goverilments m recent years have delegated to national cartels having agreements 
with foreign cartels, or have permitted such cartels to take over, some of their tradi
tional functions of trade regulation. Such arrangements will not be dealt witll spe
cifically in this memorandum. They are instances of "direct" and "quantitative" 
regulation of foreign trade. While formally at least the regulation is by non-govern
mental agencies and the problem is one of private monopoly in international trade, 
in substance the amount of government influence or· supervision may be such as 
to make it approach closely the problem of government monopoly in foreign trade. 
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volume of international trade was subject to it. It appears to be true 
that at no time from 1931 to 1939, except for parts of 1935 and 1936, 
were ~bandonments or abatements of exchange control as important 
in the aggregate as new introduct~ons or extensions t\lereof. Withr the 
coming of the Second World War, there was a further wide exten
sion, for war purposes, of exchange control, and today its practice is 
very nearly ~niversal. So widespread an adoption of the practice must 
have been due to weighty causes, given its administr~tive burdens and 
inconveniences and its sharp break with free-market traditions. 

The most importan'i: single factor to be taken into account in an a~ 
planation of the rise of exchange control is that this rise came during 
a period of extreme world-wide depression, of a virtually complete 
breakdown of international credit facilities, and,of the progressive 
collapse of the international gold standard. In most cases of the 
original establishment of exchange control, the primary pv.rpose was 
to protect the existing gold or exchange value of currencies which 
were under extreme pressure as the result of the departure by other 
countries from the gold standard, of extreme exchange-depreciations 
in other currencies, of sharp falls in the world-mar~et price levels of 
raw materials and foodstuffs, of new trade barriers, and of the un
availability of credit assistance from outside sources. On the continent 
of Europe in particular there was an almost pathologically extreme 
determination to maintain, at whatever cost, the official gold values 
of the,national currencies because of the memories of the havoc which 
had resulted from the extreme inflations following the first World 
War.1 In some cases resort had already been made to other devices 
than exchange control as a means of supporting the currency, such as 

1 It has been suggested also that another consideration was important in leading 
some countries to choose exchange control in preference to exchange depredation. 
Suppose for instance, as was the situation of many countries, that a particular coun
try, A, has heavy export balances with one set of countries, the "B" countries and 
heavy import bal~ces. with another set of. c~untries, ~e "C" countries, and su~pose 
that the B countries un~ose severe restncttons ?n Im~orts from this country, or 
block th~ proceeds from Its export sales, or require thetr use for the liquidation of 
outs~dmg ~ncialliabilities. ~xcha~ge depreci~.ion by A will ptovide no remedy 
for. Its unsatisfactory trade relation~ With the B countries, for even' if it should lead 
to mc;,r~e~ exports t.o these countries this would not be to its interest in the absence 
of th~ abihty to find m these countries sources of the kinds of imports it needs or to 
get f~ee. curr~cies in exchange for its exports. Exchange depreciation also will not 
help It m dealing. with the C countries, for these countries are by hypothesis not a 
good market for Its exports. An exchange control making possible differential treat
mentdof fthese two groups of countries will thus appear to provide a more effective 
reme y or A's difficulties. 
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increased ordinary tariffs or new emergency tariffs, import quotas 
and induced price deflations. But these other devices had eitha failed 
adequately to reHeve the pressure on the ~changes, or had intePlsified 
or ~ppeared to iptensify the severity of the depression and especially 
of unemployment. In•any case, they appeared to many countries to be 
too cumbersome, too indirect, too slow, uncertain and inflexible in 
their mode of operation, to be suitable.devices for daalin~ with a prob
lem whose charader and intensity were subject to frequent change. 
Direct control of the foreign exchange market seemed to them under 
thc:se circumstances to be the most appropriate way of protecting the 
gold (or exchange) value of a national currency at least cost to the 
national economy. By requiring that acquisitions of foreign exchange 
be turned over for ~isposal to the control agency at rates fixed by it, 
by prohibiting or limiting through a license system the export of 
capital, by. restricting the use by foreigners ("blocking") of their 
holding of domestic balances, and, most important for the purposes 

. of this memorandum, by limiting through import licenses or by with
holding foreign exchange the commodity and service import transac
tions which operflte to increase the supply of domestic funds on the 
foreign exchange markets of other countries or to deplete the national 
holdings of foreign funds and of gold, it was hoped that the gold and 
gold-standard-currency values of the national currencies could be 
maintained without involving deflationary pressure on the internal 
price-structures. 

In most of. the countries adopting exchange control the official value 
of the currency in terms of gold or of foreign gold-currencies was 
higher or was believed to be higher than could be maintained if ex
change control was applied only to capital transactions (new export of 
capital, liquidation of outstanding external indebtedness, interest 
service on outstanding external indebtedness). The scope of their ex
change controls was for this reason, as well as because it was difficult 
to protect any exchange control against serious evasion unless it was 
applied to all or to most important categories of foreign exchange 
transac!:i.ons, ~xtended by ftlany countries so as to apply to purely 
commercial transactions. For our purposes the significant feature of 
such exchange controls was that they involved allocation by gov~rn
ment authorities among various classes of applicants of a supply of 
foreign exchange which at the official rate was smaller than the de
mand and that they thus involved direct regulation of foreign trade. 
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In a number of countries, adherence to a pre-existing gold standard 
or to previous exchange-parities was formally maintained, while in 
fact cr.large part-sometimt:S the predominant part......-of international 
transactions with gold-standard countries was condu~ted on the ~asis 
of a depreciated-exchange-value~for the national currency. The pro
cedures followed fall into two broad classes. Some countries set up 
an officially recognized multiple currency, under which there were 
different categories of national currency, having a vniform value but 
varying legal tender properties in the internal market, i>nd having 
different values in tli.e foreign-exchange markets, with one of ~.h.e 
categories preserving, -in form at least, the full pre-existing gold
parity. Other countries maintained a pre-existing gold- (or ex
change-) parity for the official national currency, but either openly 
permitted an unofficial but legal and recognizea foreign-exchange 
market to operate, on which the national currency was ~old in ex
change for foreign currencies at rates substantially below the official 
rates, or tacitly permitted a non-legal "black market" to operate on . 
the basis of freely-fluctuating exchange rates. Maintenance of differ
ent rates for the national currency, however, nec~ssarily involved 
some measure of control of exchange transactions, since otherwise 
no one would surrender foreign exchange at the official rate and it 
would be impossible to maintain supplies of foreign exchange at the 
official rate sufficient to supply the demand. While at first the measures 
of control of exchange transactions might be limited to non-com
mercii~ transactions, the tendency everywhere was to extend them to 
commercial transactions proper. The multiple-currency device or the 
officially-tolerated black market was in some cases intended to limit 
the scope of direct control or was a stage in the process of abolition 
of exchange-control. In other cases, however, these seem to have been 
historically an incident of incomplet~ evolution of comprehensive 
exchange control, and to have been destined to disappear with full 
development and enforcement of the exchange-control system. But 
even where there was a free "black ma~ket," exchan~e control in
volved direct regulation of foreign trade if there was ~llot~ent for 
com-nercial purposes of any foreign exchange at the low official rates 
and if there were requirements for the turning over to the exchange 
control at the low official rates of any portion "of the foreign exchange 
proceeds of exports, and if the formulae for allotment and requisition 
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of foreign exchange at the low official i'ates involted differential treat
ment of countries, commodities, or persons or firms. 

EXCHANGk CONTROL AS AN INSTRUMENT OF MONOPOLIS~IC ., 
TRADING 

It is a familiar ~rinciple of e~onomic theory that wherever any 
commodity (or group of commodities) is offered for sale competi
tively by a nuwber of independent ·individual seners ~ a number of 
indepen<!l!nt individual buyers the terms of sale will not be as favour
able to the sellers as a group as would be the. most favourable terms 

• available to them if all the sellers acted in concert while the buyers 
continued to act individually.1 A well-known extension of this prin
ciple is that the potential gain to the sellers from acting monopolisti
cally will be maximized if the sellers operate as a discriminating 
monopoly, that is, if the sellers, acting in concert, classify the potential 
buyers as far as is practicable according to the degree of elasticity 
with respect to price of their demands, and demand different prices of 
each class of buyers, the lower the elasticity of demand the higher 
being the price demanded. Corresponding principles apply to the be
haviour of buyers, according as they act individually or monopolisti
cally. 

Applied to foreign trade, this means that in theory at least the terms 
on which any country trades with the outside world when jts ex
porters and importers operate individually can be improved upon from 
the national point of view, (a) if the exporters act as a mon,ppolistic 
unit, or (b) if the importers act as a unit; and will be at their opti
mum if both exporters and importers, respectively, act as units, and 
if foreign buyers and foreign sellers are dealt with in separate groups, 
and are offered different terms of purchase or sale, according to the 
elasticities of their demands or supplies, provided in each case that the 
foreign buyers or sellers continue to act individually. 

In theory, these advantages of monopolistic selling and buying, 
including the additional advantages of discriminating monopoly, can 
be e»ploitea by the ordi!llary methods of import and export duties, 
including discriminatory duties as between different countries. This 
is the element of truth in the century-old concession of eveli free-

1 Except for the li~iting and under actual circumstances inconceivable, case where 
the aggregate demand for the c?mmodity has infinite elasticity with resp~ct. to price. 
In this case the sellers can denve no advantage from operatmg monopohsbcally. 
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trade economists that in theory tariffs can be used to national profit 
to improve the "terms of trade" with foreign countries provided these 
other cp~ntries do not retaliate. But exchange control, pot~ntially at 
least, offers a technically more satis'Jactory instrument ~or thts purp?se 
in at least three respects : , o 

(I) Because exchange control necessarily involves administrative 
discretion, it is mo~e amenable tQ frequent adjustment to co~form to 
changes in cofl:ditions than are tariffs set up by statute, The dtfference 
between the two tends to diminish where the customs authorities have 
been given administrative discretion to modify import duties at wilJ. ~ 
But in countries with democratic procedures there is everywhere a 
marked jealousy on the part of the elected legislature ,with respect to 
authority over the tariff, whereas exchange control must by its very 
nature be administered under discretionary authoi1ty, and as a new 
institution (if pre-seventeenth-century parallels be not inv,oked) is 
free from the inhibitions on discretionary administration such as 
those which are imposed in the tariff field by traditional legislative 
jealousies. 

(2) Discrimination in the tariff field cannot readily be carried be.: 
yond differentiation between broad categories of commodities and 
differentiation between countries of origin. Commitments in out
standing treaties and the likelihood that overt discrimination in tariff 
rates as between different countries of origin will arouse foreign 
resentment and deliberate retaliation are obstacles to open discrimina
tion between countries in import duties, while tariff discrimination 
through fine classification of commodities is a laborious and some
what inflexible procedure, especially if it must be carried out through 
the regular legislative process. Under exchange control, on the other 
hand, the machinery by which the available supplies of foreign ex
change are allocated, day by day, to applicants lends itself readily to 
as fine a discrimination between countries, categories of commodities, 
and categories of importers or foreign exporters as is wished. 

(3) Exchange control provides, under some circumstances at 
least, ~ more effective instrument for trade- bargaining V:'ith fQreign 
countnes than does ordinary tariff-bargaining. There· is, first, the 
great~ administrative flexibility of exchange-control procedures than 
of tanff procedures. Second, it is easier to avoid troublesome publicity 
under exchange control than under ordinary tariff bargaining. Ex
change-control agreements, even if made .public, are less amenable to 
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interpretation and appraisal by interestetl parties than are tariff agree
ments. There are no technical obstacles, moreover, to keeJ>ing ex
change-control {lgreements secret, wher(las tariff agreements, poth by 
tradition and by practical necessit.)', must be made public. Traders in 
the countries involved must know in advance what duties their ship
ments will be subject to,1 and this 1n practice requires publication of 
the effective rates of duty. Imports also can as a rule be entered and . . ' 
cleared for custli'ms, at a large number of ports, and therefore a large 
number cf. customs officials must be instructed as to the rates of duty 
.~pplicable, whereas exchange control can be "Centralized in a single 
o1fice, and thus secrecy as to the rules governing its administration can 
be effectively maintained. The nature of trade agreements under ex
change control'is such, finally, that while there may be practical cer
tainty on the part•qf all concerned that discrimination is being prac
tised, there are no unambiguous, clear, and rational criteria as to its 
existence· or non-existence, or as to the meaning of "equality of 
treatmel).t," under exchange control. It is for all of these reasons, 
therefore, possible under exchange control to make discriminatory 
arrangements with other countries with less danger of arousing resent
ment or deliberate retaliation on the part of the countries subjected 
to adverse discrimination than would be the case with tariff agree
ments. 

The more important a country is in world trade, the greater, other 
things equal, the potentialities of national gain from skilful application 
of monopolistic principles in its trade relations with any pc.!tticular 
other country, especially if that other country continues to operate on 
non-monopolistic principles. This incidentally helps to explain the 
more marked development in Germany than in other countries of 
deliberate use of monopolistic methods in the trade relations with 
outside countries. It also, unfortunately, provides a new rational 
economic argument from the national point of view for political 
aggression in order to bring the trade policy of outside areas under. 
control, provided the new area need not be treated for internal pur
poses iln eqti'al terms with•the controlling area. 

1 It would be more accurate to say that it would be very difficult for t~em to 
operate if they did not know. It could not be sai~ in the 193o's tha~ either ~n exp~rt~r 
to Canada or a Canadian importer could know m advance and wtth certamty, wtthm 
a very wide range, what effective rate of import duty would be assessed in the case 
of any particular shipment, although it is to be presumed that there was not day-to
day variation in the effective rates on any specific category of imports. 
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The foregoing discussion is not presented as an argumen~ in favour 
of the u~e of exchange control as an instrument of regulatiOn ~f for
eign trf'.de in accordance witt! monopolisti~ principlesrAll t~at 1t P?r
ports to do is to concede that if a c<funtry w1shes to reg~;tlate 1ts fore~g.n 
trade in accordance with monopol,istic principles; exchange control IS 

a much more effective instrument for that purpose than are ordinary 
tariffs, and to point out that thete is here a partial explanation of the 
growth of trade regulation by means of exchange oontrol in re.cent 
years, especially in Germany. The practical possibilities of na
tional gain for particular cow1tries from the conduct of foreign tra<;!e. 
on monopolistic principles, and the consequences of such practice for 
the world economy, are examined in a subsequent ,section of this 
memorandum. 

EXCHANGE CONTROL AND NATIONAL ECONOMIC PLANNING 
~ 

Countries committed to comprehensive economic planning on a·· 
national scale, involving direct intervention in the processes of the 
market and state control of the allocation of at least a major part9f 
the national supply of productive resources for produ_ction, must find 
some way of controlling foreign trade so that their plans shall not be· 
subject to continuous disruption through unanticipated fluctuations in 
the prices and/or quantities of particular categories of imports and 
exports resulting from ex~ernal factors beyond their control. Admin
istratively the simplest methods, and also the most effective methods, 
of insmating the internal price structure and the production plans 
from external influence would be either wholly to suppress foreign 
trade or to set up a complete state monopoly of foreign trade transac
tions. But these methods are for most countries politically too revolu
tionary and recognized to be economically too costly to be attractive. 
Countries committed to comprehensive economic planning on a na
tional basis therefore seek some method whereby, without resort either 
to drastic suppression of foreign trade or to the establishment of a 
state monopoly of foreign trade, not only the internal price level but 
also the internal structure of relative pri~s can be inS'Ulated- from 
shor~-run external influences not subject to their control. A compre
hensi'Oe system of exchange control can be so administered as substan
tial!~ to accom~lish thi~ objective. Countries committed to compre
hensive econom1c plannmg on a strictly national basis and involving 
direct interference with market processes thus may be expected to be 
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committed also to exchange control, it not to slate monopoly of for
eign trade, for there is a genuine economic incompatibility J>etween a 
policy of free. play to price factors in international economic ielations, 
on the one h~nd, and a policy of-direct price and quantity regulation 
ol: the national eccmomy in its ivternal aspects, on the other hand. 
There is probably also a psychological incompatibility. Just as belief in 
the virtues of the free market in ge!leral tends to ,esult in an irrational 
prejudice aga.i,nst governmental activity in any fie,cl, so probably 
would general belief in and widespread practice of governmental 
, piiection of industry and trade on a strictly national basis tend to 
foster the notion that freedom of individual activity in any economic 
field from direct government regulation is inherently perverse or 
antisocial. If national economic planning on a comprehensive scale 
and involving direct regulation of internal trade persists, we may be 
·.sure tha.t exchange control will persist, unless it gives way to outright 
state monopoly of foreign trade. 

THE TENDENCY OF EXCHANGE CONTROL TO SPREAD 

An attempt has been made above to give a realistic explanation of 
why' a country may adopt exchange control as an instrument of com
mercial policy, especially if it has already adopted it for more re
stricted monetary reasons. An explanation will now be offered of why 
the adoption by some important country or countries of exchange 
control as an instrument of commercial policy tends to lead to its 
adoption by still other countries. • 

It is theoretically quite possible, other countries permitting, for a 
single country to practise exchange control as an instrument of com
mercial policy, even if no other countries practise it, without any 
agreements, formal or informal, with other countries, and with main
tenance of a stable exchange value for the national currency. But this 
would involve passive acceptance of whatever volume of exports the 
course of trade would bring except as modified by a system of official 
export subsidies, and very careful allocation of foreign exchange to 
impocters ;.in accordance- with the yield of foreign exchange from 
exports. Unless the country had !!-large stock of foreign exchange in 
reserve, this would mean that importers could not be assl1red in 
advance of the availability of foreign exchange, and the ordering of 
commodities from abroad would have to wait until after foreign 
exchan~e had accumulated in the control's hands from the proceeds 
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of earlier exports. St..ch a syst..:m would be likely to work badly both 
from the eA1JOrters' and from the importers' point of view. Since in 
the absen~e of trade bargaining with other countries ,the exchange
control ~'ountty is in some respects ct a special disadvantage, whereas 
the centralization of control over trade and the flexibility which ex
change control makes possible are ~ possible source of special advan
tage in trade barga!ning, almost.all countries which have used ~x
change control ·'9.5 an instrument of trade regulation yave also tned 
to make systematic use of it as an instrument of trade bargaining. 
In so doing, exchange-control countries have operated to spread th<;_ . 
practice of exchange control. Free-exchange countries tended also to 
deal unfavourably in their tariffs with exchange-con!rol countries, 
whether fortuitously, or as retaliation against the practice of exchange 
control, or because the divergence of trade methogs' was an obstacle 
to the negotiation of trade agreements between them. There 'Yas thus 
an additional incentive to exchange-control countries to try to induce 
£ree-exchange countries also to adopt exchange control. 

A more important obstacle to a flourishing export trade by ex
change-cbntrol countries with free-exchange countries was the fact 
that in almost every case exchange control had originally been estab
lished to protect a legally overvalued currency against depreciation 
with respect to gold or to gold-currencies, and the currencies of the 
exchange-control countries continued to be overvalued in terms of 
relative prices; except for their national specialties, therefore, it was 
difficult for the exchange-control countries without resort to subsidies, 
or to the use of multiple currencies, to market their products in the 
free-exchange countries, and thus to procure the exchange necessary 
to buy the needed products of those countries. Exchange-control 
countries therefore had strong incentives to seek to persuade other 
weak-currency countries, and especially countries with whom they 
had unfav.ourable balances of payment~, to enter into payment, or 
compensation, or barter agreements w1th themselves, and thus to 
obtain wid~r markets for their exports and a wider range of possible 
sources of 1mport of needed commodities wl!ere payment ljleed not be 
made in "strong" currencies or gold. The countries committ~d to 
exchanJe control thus were anxious to secure the transfer of as many 
countries as possible from the free-exchange to the exchange-control 
category. 

There were speci~l factors associated with the early practice of 
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exch~~ge control by G~rmany, the leading, tho~gh not the pioneer, 
practitioner thereof, wluch tended to make other countries quite will
ing to enter into special clearing or c~mpensation agreemeij.ts with 
Germany on ~ mutual exchange-c!ontrol basis, and for a time made 
them satisfied on t>he whole witq the outcome for them of these 
arrangements. · 

In its early stages, the Nazi regime laid great ~tress on the virtues 
of "autarky," ~r self-sufficiency; and it did in fact en'ergetically pro
mote tha development of internal production of materials, such as 

. _netroleum, synthetic rubber, and textile fibre~, of vital military im
portance and whose availability by import could not be relied upon in 
case of war. Bpt as economic recovery progressed in Germany under 
the stimulus of the rearmament programme and full employment of 
German productive resources was being approached, the Nazis were 
astute el\ough to realize the special unsuitability for German purposes 
of the traditional mercantilistic stress on exports as the valuable 
aspect of foreign trade, and to realize that for Nazi Germany at least' 
the only primary economic function of foreign trade was to make 
imports availa~le, and that imports were highly desirable so far as 
they consisted either of goods of direct military importance or of 
goods for non-dispensable civilian use and were such as either could 
be procured at less cost in terms of scarce German productive re
sources if obtained in exchange for German exports instead of being 
produced at home or were not obtainable at all through domestic pro
duction. Since Germany, moreover, was acutely short of the• curren
cies of the free-exchange strong-currency countries, and these coun
tries were for the most part unwilling to trade with her on a barter or 
bilateral basis, she was impelled to look elsewhere for the necessary 
raw materials and foodstuffs of which the free-exchange strong-cur
rency countries had been the normal sources of supply. 

Countries producing, or able to produce, the commodities falling 
within these important categories found, therefore, to their gratified 
surprise,. that Germany, unlike t.he usual situation in trade negotia
tions,~d e~pecially at a time when a large part of the world was still 
suffering from depression and markets for exports were hard to find, 
was primarily interested in increasing her imports rather thln her 
exports, was interested in promoting her exports chiefly in order to 
find the means for financing her imports, and was quite willing to 
permit her imports to increase without a corresponding increase in 
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her exports whenev~r other countries were willing to provide these 
imports in exchange for restricted mark balances. As is n?w apparent, 
Germa~y was not only importing for current co~suq~pbon, but ~as 
building up stockpiles for the war. she was planmng. !h~ .attractl~~
ness of the German market for th~ weak-currenr.y countnes was sbll 
further increased, at first, by the German willingness and even anxiety 
to take greater qulll!tities than ~rmany herself had use for! ~ither ~or 
current consumption or for stockpile purposes, of coq;unodtbes whtch 
were suitable for re-export to third countries, and especi-ally free
exchange countries. 'Fhese commodities Germany planned to eJf:~ 
change, directly or indirectly, for commodities of a kind wanted by 
her but not obtainable from countries with which she )lad clearing or 
barter arrangements. 

For the goods meeting the specifications notea above, Germany 
thus became a very receptive market. In the first phases oj her ex
change control, the German market was attractive to some countries 

• not only because of the quantities which she was prepared to take, but 
also because she was willing to make advance purchase commitments 
on a large scale and thus to facilitate advance planning of production 
in the assurance of a market for the final output. There was also at 
first considerable satisfaction with the price-terms Germany offered. 
In her clearing agreements, Germany sought acceptance of a high rate 
of exchange for the Reichsmark, which made the prices received by 
exporters to Germany in terms of their own currency very satisfac
tory. The same procedure, of course, operated to make the prices of 
German exports in terms of foreign currency high in relation to 
prices in free-c;xchange countries. But since the countries· entering 
into trade agreements with Germany were ordinarily not required to 
take specified amounts of German goods, and Germany was quite will
ing to give restricted marks instead of goods in exchange for her 
imports, the high prices of German exports were not a check to in
creased exports to Germany as long as the exporting countries were 
willing to tolerate the indefinite accumulation of mark balances to 
their credi.t. Even when these countries beg:an to be· distt-1rbed py the 
accumulation of mark balances, their methods of dealing with this 
problem were, ~t least at first, generally such as not to check seriously 
th~ fl?w of t~etr export products to Germany. By tightening the re
s~ncttons on tmports from countries other than Germany, and espe
ctally from free-currency countries, by accepting increased quantities 
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of German military supplies and otMr commdtities for government 
use, and by promoting preferential purchase by government agencies 
and others of.German commodities, tr.ey increased the po:er of their 
countries to .absorb German gobds. The German trading 

0

methods, 
tl10reover, tended to operate fav~urably for the export industries of 
these countries even if unfavourably for their import industries and 
for their consumers, and the form~r were often much more powerful 
politically am~ much more able to force policy t~ fit til.eir desires than 
were th~ latter. Some of these countries made strenuous efforts not to 

,get too far into the bilateralistic trade trap," or, having gotten in, to 
escape from it again, and to increase the proportion of their trade 
with free-excpange countries, and there were some instances of sub
stantial success in this direction. The net trend, however, seems to 
have been, for fhe world as a whole, for the proportion of foreign 
trade c~rried on subject to one or another direct control to be a grow
ing proportion of total world trade. 

As the number of countries using exchange control as an instnt
ment for the direct regulation of foreign trade increased, and espe
cially as the tendency of exchange-control countries to enter into clear
ing and oth;r agreements with eaclt other of a strictly bilateral 
character gained momentum, countries outside the system found them
selves at an apparent disadvantage in certain respects: (a) Creditor 
countries within tl:le system were able to obtain fuller liquidation of 
their claims on financial account from debtor countries within the 
system than were creditor countries outside the system. (~) The in
terest which creditor countries within the system had in fostering 
imports from debtor countries within the system as a means of obtain
ing payment of their claims led tltem to give preferential treatment to 
imports from debtor countries within the system as compared to 
imports from countries, including debtor countries, outside the sys
tem. (c) Countries witltin the system found it preferable, other things 
equal, to buy from other countries within the system rather than from 
countries outside the system, since in the former case imports did not 
inv<.>J.ve p&yme~t in strt11ng currencies and were more likely to give 
rise to compensating exports. This tended to move the terms of trade 
between exchange-control and free-excltange countries advt'tsely to 
the latter; although the fact that countries within the system chose, 
other things equal, to market their export commodities in the free
exchange countries rather than in countries within the system, in order 
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to obtain stocks of tHe strong< currencies, did tend to operate in the 
opposite direction. For all of these reasons, there was a marked 
tendency.£ or countries outside <the system either to enter unreservedly 
into it, or to adopt measures whicn involved substan~ial departur--e 
from the essential principles of the free-market, ·free-exchange sys
tem. 

Finally, sorn_e countries with a ~trong currency and with no desire 
to depart with respect to their trade and their monetary-arrangements 
as a whole from free-market principles saw advantages for th&selves 
in pressing some other 'countries to use their exchange controls as~. 
instruments of direct regulation of their foreign trade or otherwise 
to abandon the free-market principle. If a country, A, :with a strong 
currency has normally an unf~vourable balance of trade with an 
exchange-control country, B, it may demand, under·threat of restrict
ing imports into A from B, that B reserve some specified portion of 
its receipts of, or command over, A currency, or of other free cur
f,mcies, for use in payment of imports into B from A, or for use in 
payment of principal and interest on outstanding indebtedness of 
B to A. A. country, A, which does not practice direct regulation of its 
own foreign trade may thus use the threat of its adoption and applica
tion in a manner adverse to country B to induce country B to resort 
to the direct regulation of its foreign trade in a manner favourable to 
country A. 

GENERALQ\DVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF EXCHANGE· CONTROL 

AS AN INSTRUMENT OF TRADE POLICY 

The foregoing explanation of the rise of exchange control as a 
trade-regulatory device shows that it has attractions for a country 
which finds it difficult to market its exports but is in urgent need of 
imports, and that its adoption by some countries increases its attrac
tiveness for other countries which still conduct their trade on the 
free-market basis, and especially if they have a weak currency and an 
u~favora?l~. balance of trade. The very fact that it has spread so 
~v1dely w1th111 the last decade is indeed suffielent demonstr~tion '!hat 
1t appeared to have important advantages to offer (although not of 
co~rse, ~hat it had them in fact). Many persons have concluded f;om 
th1s that the .use of. exchange control as an instrument of policy is 
here to last mdefimtely and that it is desirable that it should last 
although perhaps with reform of some of its less attractive features: 
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Prop:r a~praisal of t~e system, however, call§ for more searching 
exammat10n, and espec1ally for careful formulation of the real issues 
involved. As. C\ pre~iminary to such formulation, the followlug points 
deserve consideration: • 
' (I ) The i~itiat2on and sprea<J. of exchange control took place in 

a particular historical setting. Were there special circumstances op
erating a~ the time which made e~hange contrpl in general, and its 
use as an mstnunent of commercial policy in particula,., attractive, but 
whose ).Jrevalence in the future, at least in anyt\ling like the same 

• .degree, should not be taken for granted? • 
The period of the·I930's, when the use of exchange control both 

as a monetary. device and as an instrument of trade regulation be
came common, ~as obviously not a normal period. Certain adverse 
factors were present, if not for the first time, at least in hitherto un
precedeated degree, which operated to make the world receptive to 
methods of conducting international economic relations which it 
would have summarily rejected in earlier years, and which .offere~ 
substantial justification for the adoption of such methods at least to 
tide over an eQlergency period. These factors have already been sur
veyed above. The most important ones may be summed up as: mass 
unemployment at home in the early years; fear of or planning for 
war in the later· years; overvalued currencies which were not de
valued openly b~cause of the fear of inflation; the breakdown of the 
international credit system; the growth of authoritarian economic 
planning on a strictly national basis. It may be conceded at"nce that 
if any one of these conditions (for a possible exception with respect 
to the last, see later) is widely prevalent in the post-war world, direct 
regulation of foreign trade by exchange-control methods, or by other 
methods perhaps even less desirable per se, will also be widely preva
lent. It do.es not seem profitable to discuss the principles by which in
ternational trade relations should be governed in the post-war world 
except on the assumption that in the post-war world economic order 
there will be concerted effort: to prevent mass unemployment, to 
remove the-basis for fea~ of war and to prevent deliberate preparation 
for war, to maintain a properly stabilized international monetary sys
tem, and to establish conditions under which healthy capita~ move
ments, long- and short-term, from countries of relatively abundant 
capital to capital-hungry countries can take place. Direct regulation 
of trade by exchange-control methods may have been a partial cause 
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. of the failure of th~~e conditions to prevail; it was also unquestion
ably an effect of the absence of these conditions, and the restoration 
of these. conditions will have .to go hand-in-hand with the abandon
ment of exchange control, if therecis to be hope of th~ latter. Wh.at 
degrees and types of national econpmic planning '\:an prevail without 
involving direct regulation of foreign trade by exchange-control or 
equivalent methods .presents a more troublesome question, and one 
on which too liftle thought has been exercised if one IPay judge from 
the extreme scarcity of significant literature on the questio11. Many 
advocates of more or less authoritarian national economic planning, 
are also advocates of as much international economic cooperation as 
is possible, but as a rule they would welcome the abandonment of free 
exchange markets and of the regulation of foreign trade by free
market processes and would have no objection to·exchange controls 
or the quota system or an extension of state trading monopolies. On 
the other hand, international collaboration in the fields of monetary 
3tabilization, of the prevention of mass unemployment, and of res
toration of the international mobility of long-term capital, would no 
doubt both facilitate effective national regulation of ~national econ
omies along lines consistent with the maintenance of free internal 
markets and make more likely and more desirable the abandonment 

· or moderation of direct controls of foreign trade. 
(2) Any particular policy is attractive or unattractive in the light 

of the alternative policies available at the time and known to be avail
able. Are2there alternative policies which will be available in the future 
which were not available in the 1930's or which if available then were 
not thought of or were not believed to be available? 

In so far as exchange control was adopted or maintained in order 
to avoid overt devaluation or exchange-depreciation of national cur
rencies and to preserve scarce supplies of foreign exchange for the 
uses regarded as nationally most urgent, it represented an emergency 
measure adopted because the older mechanisms of more or less auto
matic character for the maintenance of both exchange-stability and 
adequate supplies of foreign exchange for al~ reasonable purpose:: had 
broken ~own and und~r the circumstances prevailing seemed unlikely 
to be qibckly re-established. There is a tendency in some quarters to 
acce~t.as datum not requiring support by argument that there will be 
unwtlh~gness or im~ossibility substantially to restore the pre-1914 
mechamsms, or that tt would be undesirable to do so even if it were 
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possible. If the other conditions whicll prevailed in the 1930's are tCJ · 
be expected to p~evail also in the post-war period, namelf, fear of 
war and prepa,ratton for war, high tra.de barriers, failure t~ prevent 
major d~pre~~ion, cessation of h.!althy capital movements, monetary 
dfsorgamzatton, and so forth, a case can of course be made for this 
position. I do not contend that we' should necessarily aim at restoring 
any pre-1914 institution without .amendment or modification. But 
we should avoljl the widespread tendency in the ~coMmie field nowa
days to !Qke for granted that if any proposal can be labelled as advo
cating a return to pre-1914 conditions it i~ thereby condemned as 

'impracticable or foolish. This is not only irrational, but it is playing 
unconsciously into the hands of the enemy, who in the economic field 
have taken pr~cisely this ·position, and who have in fact, if not in
vented, at least ~iyen wide currency to most of the practices which 
clash stt;ikingly with pre-1914 principles. It would be unfashionable 
but not otherwise foolish to ask for consideration of the suggestion 
that in a peaceful and otherwise politically well-ordered post-wall 
world re-establishment of the pre-1914 international monetary sys
tem, with some improvements and modifications which time and the 
growth of understanding in this field have made fairly obvious, both 
would be practicable and would go far towards removing any urgent 
need for exchange control either to protect weak currencies or to 
ration scarce supplies of foreign exchange. 

(3) The exposition by its advocates of the merits of exchange con
trol as an instrument of commercial policy has almost invariably been 
carried on from the point of view of national interest, more or less 
narrowly interpreted. Even if it were granted that it can be made to 
work advantageously for any country whatsoever, taken by itself, 
would it necessarily follow that it can be made to work advan
tageously for all of the countries practising it, considered as a unit? 
or for the world as a whole, including the countries not practising it? 

The direct regulation of foreign trade through exchange control 
was practised by many countries as an emergency measure with 
recognition°that its adoption by any country tended to make the world 
economic situ~tion even worse, but in the hope that it would.never
theless make their own position better. It was essentially a sauve qui 
peut procedure, and was recognized by many of the countries follow
ing it as such, as was clearly shown in the replies to the 1935 League 
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-of Nations questionf1aire witn respect to clearing agreements~ and in 
the o~al l)tatements of delegates from many exchange-control coun
tries ml.l-de at the International Studies Conference he~d at Bergen in 
August, 1939· c , 

National policies have always peen fashioned• primarily to serve 
national interests, and it must be presumed that this will continue t~ 
be the case in field!i in which national autonomy prevails. But it is 
often clearly in'the i~terest of a nation, as it is often il'. the interest of 
an individual member of any group, to do things in con1.1ert with 
others as part of a common plan which it would be against its interes~~, 
to do on its own initiative. Similarly, it is often in the interest of a 
nation, as long as it must act singly, to do things wh~ch it would be 
in its interest to renounce, for itself and for the world, if it were pro
posed that they be simultaneously renounced by all countries, or by a 
large number of them. And it is often in the interest of a natipn to do 
things on its own initiative only provided that its doing them does 
'ilOt lead other countries to follow suit. Granted that it is in the interest 
of some countries, under some circumstances, directly to regulate 
their foreign trade by means of exchange control, when acting singly, 
it may nevertheless be in the interest of these same' countries, and 
even more so of the world at large, that there should be international 
agreement not to resort to the practice. If under the post-war world 
order nations would accept some measure of international or supra
national limitation on their practices in the field of commercial policy, 
it would 'be conceivable that international agreement might be reached 
for the suppression of exchange control with comparatively few 
dissenting votes. As a theoretical possibility, which is worth mention
ing only because it helps to bring out more sharply the possibilities of 
divergence of supposed interest for a country acting autonomously, 
on the one hand, and the same country acting as a member of a group 
with the organization and the will to act as a group, all the countries 
practising exchange control might vote to .suppress it. 

(4) No free-exchange country except the United States made any 
substantial attempt in its trade negotiationsfwith specific countries to 
check ,the growth of the use on the part of other countries of ex
change-control or other instruments of direct regulation of trade. 
Even in the case of the United States, the action taken, whether in 

1 Enq11ir;)l into Clearing Agreements, Geneva, 1935. 
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the form of concessions offered as an mduceme1;t to refrain from the/ 
use of direct regulation of trade or of penalties applied in the even~ 
of such use, was, with the debatable exception of the treatment of 
Germany, ambiguous, mild and ~asic;lly l!nimportant exc~pt as it 
revealed the t~end Qf policy. What if there were important countries 
really anxious to preserve free-rlmrket conditions in international 
trade, and what if such countries were preparetl to take strong meas
ures, perhaps in concert, to make ·the exchange-control method of 
regulating foreign trade unworkable? 

Exchange control, even for strictly moneOO.ry purposes, but espe
~ctally when used to regulate foreign trade, almost inevitably requires, 
if it is to work in tolerable fashion for its practitioners, agreements 
with other cou~tries which provide at the minimum for some measure 
of what can properly be regarded a:; cooperation in the conduct of the 
control. .Countries sometimes agree to provide such cooperation be~ 
cause they regard it as to their advantage that the other country 
should practise exchange control, or because it means cooperation in• 
return from the other country in operating exchange controls of their 
own, or becaust they fear that economic, or political, or even military 
penalties will be imposed upon them if they do not cooperate, or be
cause they decide that while it would be preferable for them that the 
other countries should not practice exchange control, once the other 
countries do adopt the practise the injury to themselves will be less 
if they cooperate with these other countries than if they do ~ot. The 
use of exchange control as an instrument of direct regulation of for
eign trade would probably become very difficult, and obviously un
profitable for countries to whom foreign trade was of great impor
tance, if a number of important cou11tries were opposed to exchange 
control, in p;inciple, or in the way in which it was operating, and de
cided to refrain from any action, whatever its temporary cost, 
which helped exchange control to work satisfactorily for its practi
tioners, and still more, if they applied retaliatory trade measures 
against excfiange-control'countries, and applied them also to coun
tries which, without themselves practising exchange control i~ gen
eral, cooperated with the exchange-control countries in ways which 
involved adverse discrimination against non-exchange-control coun
tries. 
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·~SOME SPECIFIC DISAbVANTAGES OF THE USE OF EXCHANGE CONTROL 

A~ AN INSTRUMENT OF DIRECT REGULATION OF TRADE 

We crre concerned in this nfemorandum with exchange control only 
if it is carried to the extent of ini'olving the direct reeulation of the 
transactions of individuals involving foreign excliange, and even then 
only if the regulation .is not restricted to capital transactions and pure 
exchange speculation but extends to strictly commercial transactions. 
Very commoniy, however, once debtor countries ~vith weak cur
rencies embark upon direct regulation of any important "types of 
transactions involving foreign exchange, they soon extend it to apply--· 
either to all commercial transactions or to all except certain speci
fically-exempted (and usually relatively minor and-readily distin
guishable) classes of commercial transactions. Th~ee major reasons 
for such extension are apparent: 

(I) If only a few categories of applicants for foreign exchange 
are subject to exchange-control restrictions, it proves difficult if not 

e-impossible to prevent applicants within this category from disguising 
their real status or changing their formal status from that of in
eligible (or rationed) applicants to that of eligible or privileged ap
plicants, and thus evading or avoiding the control. 

(2) With or without evasion, the control may prove not extensive 
enough fully to protect the currency against exchange-depreciation 
if it is confined to capital and exchange-speculation transactions. 

(3) 9nce as marked a departure from the traditional free-ex
change market as exchange-rationing has been introduced and the 
initial prejudices against it overcome, it is a temptation too strong 
ordinarily to be resisted to exploit its possibilities for other purposes 
than mere protection of the exchange value of the national currency. 
In some known instances, bureaucratic delight in the control activities 
and ambition on the part of officials for enlarged fields of operation 
have also been a factor in leading to the extension of the ~ange of 
exchange control once it has been introduced. 
The~e is given below a _list of objectives ~dditional to P.rotection of 

the national currency agamst exchange-depreciation which excHange
rationing can be made to serve, a list, be it noted, which includes only 
uses actually made, in well-authenticated cases, by some exchange
control co.untry or countries. These objectives may be regarded, in 
whole or m part, as unsound or unworthy ones, and the writer cer-
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tainly s? rega~ds some of them. Some'bf these dbjectives may be in-/ 
compatible w1th others. Some of these objectives call for a morex,. 
marked depart\lre from free-market principles than other; .• Import 
quotas or state monopolizafion ofit foreign t~;ade may be regarded as 
mare effective· instr,J.tments than exchange control for serving some 
of these objectives, or they may be 'used in conjunction with exchange 
~ontrol for these purposes. Exchan~e control ma7 be and ordinarily 
1s used as a su~plement to rather than as a substitutre for ordinary 
tariff dut,ies. But from the point of view of flexibility and of the 

• f~~sibility of fine adjustment to the special purpose and the particular 
c1rcumstances of the moment, exchange control, it must be conceded, 
has with respect to most of these objectives distinct and obvious ad
vantages ·over 'the traditional tariff devices for accomplishing the 
same purposes. 'I"h~ list of possible objectives or uses of exchange 
control follows : 

(I) T~ provide additional protection against foreign competition 
to domestic industry. 

(2) To be used as a trade-bargaining instrument to induce foreign 
countries to modify their tariff, quota, or other restrictions on im
ports from the "exchange-control country in question or otherwise to 
make their trade policies conform to its wishes. 

(3) To force a decline in the market quotations of national securi
ties held abroad by preventing nationals from using their foreign
exchange assets to buy them or to meet interest or amortization 
obligations on them, and thus to make possible their repatrmtion at 
bargain prices. 

(4) If a debtor country, to divert the use by nationals of their 
holdings of foreign exchange from meeting debt service on external 
indebtedness to the purchase of commodities. 

(S) If a creditor country, to influence, in the direction wished, the 
apportionment by a debtor country of its holdings of the creditor 
country's currency as between use in the purchase of the creditor 
country's commodities and use in service of or liquidation of out-
standit~g de~t. • 

(6) ·with the aid of over-valuation of the national currency in 
clearing agreements, to obtain a flow of imports in excess of th! flow 
of exports, and thus to obtain quasi-forced loans from other coun
tries; at a later stage, to obtain preferential treatment, for its exports, 
from the countries with which these deficits in clearing balances have 
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: been incurred, becai~se of th~ anxiety of the governments of these 
':countries to obtain liquidation of credits which are of problematic 

security;- are non-interest-be~ring, and are burdens01pe to carry for 
the national treasuries. ~ 

(7) By the establis~ent of a wide margin b$!tweel1 the prices-in 
national currency at which holde'l:s of foreign exchange must sur
render it to the contro)l and the prices at which the control releases it, 
or by other er,.uiva\ent devices possible under exch~nge control, to 
provide a source of revenue for the national Treasury, tr. be used 
perhaps in subsidizing exports. ~ 

(8) To provide the national Treasury with foreign exchange for 
government use at lower rates than those available to private buyers. 

(9) To make it possible to maintain an artificial 'price structure 
internally, without disturbance from the impact ,of price conditions 
prevailing in outside markets. 

( 10) By threat of unfavourable treatment or the promise of 
<specially favourable treatment under ·the exchange control to bring 
pressure to bear on other countries with respect to the general 
orientation of their political or economic policies. 

From the narrowly national point of view, the direCt regulation of 
foreign trade by means of exchange control thus appears to have 
many advantages as compared either to leaving foreign trade free to 
respond to market conditions or regulating it indirectly through tariff 
measures. There are important disadvantages, however, in direct 
regulatit>n of trade by means of exchange control, even when con
sidered only from a narrowly national point of view. 
· The costs and inconveniences to traders of conforming to the for

malities of exchange-control procedures, as also the administrative 
co~t to the governments as reflected in tax burdens, must act as a re
straint on foreign trade.- The maintenance of the currency at an over
valued exchange level which exchange control makes possible operates 
to reduce exports, and the exchange-rationing which the overvalua
tion of the currency makes necessary operates to prevent the imports 
from exceeding the exports. It is impossible, however, to .say whether 
or not these restrictive factors are fully offset by the export subsidies 
of th"· exchange-control countries, the use by those countries of 
multiple-valued currencies, their special clearing agreements with 
other e~change-control countries, their promotion of outright barter 
transactiOns under government auspices, and the preferential treat-
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ment sometimes given to imports from the excharge-control countries 
by stron~-cu~rency creditor countries in order to obtain paJ!llent on 
outstandmg tnd.}'!btedness or alleviation,of ·the exchange-controls as 
applied to their export.1 ~ • 

~hat can be said. with assurance, however, is that the quality of 
fore~~n t~ade, the e:ctent of its contribution to the well-being of the 
part1c1patmg countries, tends to be ippaired by the existence of ex-
change control <1,11d its associated practices. , 

Exchange control changes the direction of foreign trade from what 
,it, would be in a world as nearly similar as possible except for the ab
sence of exchange control, and clearly changes it for the worse. The 
individual trad~r in the absence of exchange control makes his de
cisions as to what export or import transactions to enter into on the 
basis of price-comt>~risons as between different markets and sources 
of supply~ Under exchange control he must in addition take into ac
count, if an exporter, which potential foreign buyers will be permitted 
by their governments to convert their domestic currency into the ' 
seller's currency for payment purposes, and if an importer, to which 
foreign country pe will be per~itted by his own government to make 

_payment in a currency acceptable to the seller and the seller's govern
ment. The net effect of these extra restrictions on the trader's choice, 
after all allowance for the ameliorations in the exchange-control 
regime which may have been introduced, is to enforce deviations in 
the course of foreign trade from the direction which· unrestricted 
traders' decisions would give it. These deviations are, from the point 
of view of the world economy, at best fortuitous, and are therefore, 

1 A clause in the Argentine-Brazil Trade Agreement of 1941, apparently unique 
in the history of trade agreements, provides that annual trade balances in the com
merce between the two countries exceeding a certain amount may only be collected 
by means of an increase in purchases by the creditor country. If such a clause were 
widely adopted and could be carried out both in the letter and in the spirit, whatever 
tendency trade-bargaining between two countries on a bilateral-balancing basis has to 
restrict the total volume of foreign trade as betwee11 lhe two co•mlries might be 
largely removed, since there would be avoidance of the two main trade-restrictive 
methods by which under existing practice bilateral balancing is achieved, namely, 
restricti<y~ of imports by the "d®tor" or import-surplus country, and restriction of 
exports by the "creditor" or export-surplus country. A party to an agreement con
taining a clause of this type which finds itself with an export surplus with respect to 
the other party would presumably be obligate~ by import-s1;1bsidy, or d!rect g3vern
ment purchase or persuasion of traders, to brmg about an mcrease of Imports from 
the other par~ to the agreement. But the methods it used might. well be such as. to 
increase its imports from the other country at the expense of Imports from th1rd 
countries rather than .to increase its total imports. 
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assuming that dea\ers' deci~ons are on the whole rational in them
' selves and reflect rational decisions of producers and consumers, 
econo~cally wasteful. 

In so far as the practice 'of e:J~"change control results in a definite 
pattern of deviation of the course .of trade froJll that' which it WAuld 
follow in the absence of exchang:!: control, the most obvious aspect of 
the pattern consists' in a relative contraction in the trade between 
exchange-con~rol 'lmd non-exchange-control count~ies as compared 
both to the trade of exchange-control countries among thetpselves and 
to the trade of non-'!Xchange-control countries among themselves: 
This segmentation of trading countries into two groups, with redu~ed ' 
trade between the groups, is, however, but one phase of a wider pat-
tern of the same character. • 

Exchange control is designed to eliminate ~favourable over-all 
balances of immediate payments in foreign currencies, and it pursues 
this objective primarily by restricting the development of'unfavour-

' able balances of immediate payments in foreign currencies with par
ticular countries, country by country. There results in consequence a 
strong tendency for the balances of immediate payments of exchange
control countries to become even both with other par'iicular exchange
control countries and with particular non-exchange-control countries, 
and this tendency is reinforced by the bilateral arrangements which 
exchange-control countries enter into with each other and which al
ways have iiJ. view the elimination or reduction. of net balances of pay
ments .between the negotiating countries. This involves for the course 
of trade a strong tendency to bilateralism, that is, to even balances of 
trade as between pairs of countries one or both of which are ex
change-control countries, and thus to suppression of multilateral 
trade. But there is no reason to suppose that, if trade were free to 
take its own course, multilateral trade would, unit for unit, make any 
less contribution to economic welfare than would bilateral trade. The 
bias against multilateral trade inherent in exchange control is a major 
count in the case against this method of trade regulation. 

Attempts to mitigate this objectionabl~ feature through superim
posing on the national exchange controls an organized sy~tem of 
mul~.lateral clearings have been strongly advocated by some writers, 
who see in the method of national exchange controls operating 
through multilateral clearings the ideal trading system and the ideal 
international currency system. At least one attempt was made to set up 
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multilateral clearing arrangements betwe~n a limi~d group of coun
tries-by Greece, in 1934, in agreements with Yugoslavia,. Rumania, 
and Turkey .. Un4er these arrangements, .• each country enterin~ into 
agreement :V1th Greece. agreed to accQpt, in payrv.ent of a specified per-' 
centnge of 1ts net creq1tor claims on Greece, the claims of Greece on 
thin;rcountries. As Greece, however,' had substantial net claims only 
on Germany and all the other three countries were hlso net creditors of 
Gerl}l~Y, the arr~ngement did not reahy promote aYl-around clearing 
and;'soon booke down. Germany is now operating a multilateral clear-

• ip~~ system for herself and some of her satellite•and conquered coun
tries, centered in Berlin, operating on the basis of the Reichsmark, 
and no doubt conducted primarily in the economic and military ir;.-
terest of Germany. . 
~ven if an impOs!!d equalization for each country between the 

global value of its imports and the global value of its exports were 
acceptable ~s a desirable objective, a system which pursued this ob
jective, as exchange control does in effect, by seeking for each coun

, try an imposed equalization of its trade balances with each other 
country would obviously involve heavy economic cost. There is no 
reason why, in the nature of the geographical distribution of pro
ductive resources and of wants, each country should wish to buy from 
each other country goods and services to just the value whicl1 the 
other country wished to buy from it. Equalization of trade balances 
by pairs of countries is an intermediate phenomenon between bilateral 
individual barter on the one hand and a world-wide system of buying 
in the cheapest and selling in the dearest market, on the other hand. 

The disadvantage of barter, as compared to a price-system market, 
is that, by requiring the "double coincidence" that wants of one party 
should match the surplus'supplies of the other and vice versa £or trade 
bargains to be made, it drastically reduces for both parties the range 
of choice as between attractive buying and selling opportunities. This 
disadvantage applies equally in principle to enforced equalization of 
trade balances for pairs of countries. Under bilateralism, imports are 
often n~t perP,Iitted to be nw.de from the cheapest sources; and there 
is an artificial restriction also of the range of commodities which can 
be imported, because some commodities are available only forom 
countries which are unwilling to make offsetting purchases. 

It cannot be demonstrated by abstract analysis .whether the ex
change-control system tends to reduce or to increase the total volume 
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of foreign trade, and the record of actual experience also fails to pro
vide a clear answer to this question. The major obstacle to finding an 
answer to this question whether by abstract analysis or from a study 
of ac~al experience i~ that'it cat?- never be ascertai~ed with certainty 
what the alternative to exchange control would have been, whether 
higher ordinary tariffs, or exchlhiges left free to find their level or to 
fluctuate, or a quotll. system Ol} top of the existing tariffs, or what. 
Another obstacle "lies in the fact that "exchange c~ntrol'' is rarely a 
simple device, and as a rule includes some combination ·o.f exchange 
rationing, multiple exchange-values as between any two currenci:s~ 
export subsidies to offset the restrictive effect of overvaluation of cur
rency on eA-ports, clearing agreements, outright barter transactions, 
government operations on its own account outside' the control, and 
other devjces. , 

If the exchange-control system as it operates in practice involved 
strict equalization of trade balances between pairs of co~tries, and 
involved nothing else, it would be possible to affirm that exchange 
control operates to reduce the total volume of foreign trade. Imposi
tion of the requirement of bilateralism reduces for buyers in each 
country the range of choice as to source and kind of import and re
duces for producers in each country the range of choice as to destina
tion of export. On the other hand, bilateralism leaves unaltered the 
range of choice as to domestic production for domestic consumption 
(except as the restrictions on import operate to reduce the available 
range<Of instruments and materials of production for domestic con
sumption). With the attractiveness of import and of export thus both 
diminished, while domestic wants and domestic means for satisfying 
them directly through domestic production remained undiminished 
(subject to the qualification noted above), there should be a decrease 
in the relative extent to which wants are satisfied through import as 
compared to domestic production, i.e., there should be a decrease in 
foreign trade. But there has been under exchange control at its worst~ 
only an approximation to complete bilateralism. Moreover there were 
associated with the bilateral clearing atrangements under _the ex
change-control system : permitted or illegal transactions outside the 

• 
1 how "str?ng has bee!~- the tendency to appraise the institution of exchange control 

m t~rms of 1ts ?wn logtc rather than by more fundamental principles of world eco
~omtc welfare .ts revealed, for instance, by the frequent instances in which, in the 
!tterature bearmg on exchange control, its failure to achieve complete bilateralism 
ts regarded as a mark of imperfection rather than as a mitigation of its evil. 
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clearings; export su~sidies; .open or concealed par\ial devaluations of 
over-valued currenctes; and official promotion by creditor countries of 
import~ at w?at ~~ould under normal circ~mstances be regardea ~as un
attractive ~nee~ ~~ or?er to absor~ blocked c;,learing balances or to 
malre posstble hqutd'l,t!On of outstanding debt. These factors all op
erated to make the volume of foreign trade exceed what it would be 
under strict bilateralism, and their association w::th exchange control 
provides the just!fication for the proposition made earli~r that it can
not be dewonstrated on the basis of abstract analysis that the ex
change-control system necessarily operates to -reduce the aggregate 

· ~ofume of foreign trade. 
It is an additional disadvantage of exchange control that it lends 

itself readily to the regulation of foreign trade in accordance with the 
principles of discrimLnating monopoly. It is, as we have seen, possible 
for a country, assuming skil~ul management, to profit by .conducting 
its foreign trade on monopolistic principles; but the gain to it will as 
a rule be smaller than the loss to the countries it trades with. If these ~ 

· other countries follow suit, and also adopt monopolistic practices, 
there may still be gain to each one as compared to its following non
monopolistic pri'rtciples alone, but there will be loss all round as 
compared to the situation if none of the countries operated on mo
nopolistic principles; moreover, there will be no logical stopping point 
in the process of imposing restrictions on trade with the aim of im
proving the national terms of trade. Trade bargaining will tend to be 
conducted primarily by governments instead of by the ind~vidual . 
traders themselves, in an atmosphere of sparring for advantage, of 
threat and counter-threat, and of the multiplication by each country 
of impediments to trade which it does not want for their oWll sake, 
but which it feels it must introduce as a counterweight to the restric
tions imposed for bargaining purposes by other countries. Simul
taneous retreat by a number of countries from this process of d:
stroying foreign trade in the hope of deriving greater profit from 1t 
would be mutually advantageous, and, judging by experience under 
exchan~e con,trol in rece~t xears, would be widely recognized as su.ch. 
But single-handed retreat would seem dangerous for the retreatmg 
country-and might be so in fact-and joint retreat might be .rliffi
cult to organize. 

That the attempt to conduct foreign trade on monopolistic prin
ciples is a dangerous game when there cannot be assurance that you 
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will be permitted to play it ::~lone is not unknown to government offi
cials responsible f~r trade policy-or does not long remain unknown 
to theril once they have tried it. Unfortunately, it is a game which a 
single"player can more easily sta't than finish, and 'i:he temptation to 
make use of the delic~te instruments for playi,rg it 'which exchll.llge 
control provides-flexible restrli.::tions on imports, with discrimina
tion between coun~ies, persons, commodities, with respect to ex
change·rates,.suMidies, exchange allotments-seems to be irresistible 
in practice. In many cases, no doubt, officials have slid in~o the prac
tice of duopolistic bar.gaining without being fully aware of the.natur~ 
of the process, or of its full economic implications, and once in coUld · 
see no easy way of retreat. 

That the direct regulation of foreign trade through exchange con
trol tends inevitably to lead to the direct regulatian of internal trade, 
and vice versa, would nowadays be regarded by many persons as an 
argument in favour of exchange control rather than against it, and 
this is not the appropriate place to develop the case against further 
expansion of direct regulation of trade in general, including internal 
trade. It is appropriate, however, to point out that the growth of ex
change control has been both a product of e~nd contfibutory factor to 
that drastic contraction of the field of free enterprise which has been 
the most marked economic trend of the past distressful decade. It 
may be appropriate also to suggest that it was not a mere coincidence 
that exchange control has been carried furthest in the most authori
tarian,.countries. 

As an incident to the extension of government regulation of the 
course of trade involved in comprehensive exchange control, there is 
superimposed on the bargaining between individual private traders in 
different countries a pattern of continuous and detailed collective 
trade bargaining between their governments, or, as an intermediate 
case, a pattern of collective bargaining under official sanction and 
supervision between national cartels of exporters or importers or
ganized for the purpose.1 Given the development of sanctioned or 
uns~nctioned private monopoly within na~ional econornjes, th!re may 
be httle to choose between collective bargaining in foreign trade under 
wholly private auspices and collective bargaining between govern
ments; indeed, if national economies are operated largely on a pri-

• 
1 lnternation!l~ bargaining and agreements between prodllcers' cartels for the limita

tion of competition are a different matter, not dealt with here. 
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vate-monopoly basis, governmental supervision and regulation of tl~: . 
transactions between the domestic monopolists and the toreign mo
nopolists ma:y be urgently required tQ protect the interests 9f sections 
of the popu.Jation not represenn:d in. the monopolies but affected by 
'their activities. H: is obvious fr~om the record, however, that when 
governments have shown interest in the external operations of their 
private monopolistic organizatious they ha~e.., done so much more 
often with ~e purpose and result of strengthening the monopoly 
positiol'l, internally as well as externally, of these organizations than 

, to• protect other sections of the community from exploitation by 
them. 

Governmepts have not only often promoted the establishment of 
monopolistic export or import organizations at home to facilitate the 
process of colle"ct..ive trade bargaining with other countries, but have 
someti{l1es, for the same reason, pressed other governments to estab
lish them in their own countries. In any case, exchange-control pro
cedures provide added incentives for and encouragements to monoptl
listic organization even in the absence of official encouragement. The 
complexities Rf exchange-control regulations are often too great for 
small concerns to cope with, and the individual small trader is likely 
to be given little weight in the struggle for exchange priorities and 
allotments, to lack the financial resources required to carry blocked 
balances and to wield too little political h1fluence to be able to obtain 
reasonable consideration of his interests in the bargains made with 
other countries. • 

Many persons nowadays, however, regard the organization of in
dustry and commerce on monopolistic lines as either desirable per se 
or as an inevitable trend of the times which must be accepted, whether 
desirable or not, and would not consider it an important defect of the 
exchange-rontrol system that it promoted the growth of monopoly. 
Since it is not possible b,ere to enter into a discussion of the com,Para
tive merits and the comparative practicability under modern condi
tions -of the monopolistic and the competitive modes of economic 
orga.nizati<Jn, the point tnat exchange control promotes monopoly will 
not be pressed here as an argument against exchange control. 

The fact, however, that under exchange control bargai~ing be
tween governments is superimposed on or substituted for the bar
gaining between private traders in different countries has great 
importance. When trade relations become a systematic. and direct 
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~oncern of diplomacy,, they be'tome also political matters more di
rectly and intensively than when they are left primarily in private 
hands wi~h diplomacy invoked,,on their behalf only to ~xert its good 
offices in particular instances of impact with foreign l~gislation or 
administration or when, at long intervals, a tariff tJ:eaty fs to be negc;t. 
tiated or renewed. The constant nekotiation on trade matters which 
exchange control maJ<:es necessarr., the importance of the issues in
volved, the unstlitability for the processes of exchaqge control of 
commercial treaties binding for long periods, the absence o.f tradi
tional or other generall)'-accepted principles providing a framework,, 
for the specific details of agreements, the inherent tendency of ex
change control to involve discriminatory treatment between countries 
or at least the absence of simple and generally-acceptable criteria of 
equality of treatment applicable to exchange contrql,'all of these pro
vide a fertile ·field for international friction. Admirers of exchange 
control have cited as one of its advantages that it almost ne~essarily 
bvolves international negotiation, which they identify with interna
tional collaboration. It is true that international agreemel~ts always in 
a sense involve international collaboration. But "negotiation" may be 
only a euphemism for quarreling, full economic coll£boration does 
not necessarily involve official negotiation or agreements on matters 
of detail, and the agreements which are associated with ordinary pro
cesses of exchange control sometimes have the character rather of 
temporary breathing-spells in a continuing process of bickering and 
of mutuai economic blockade than of genuine international economic 
collaboration. It is perhaps the major count against exchange control, 
in this connection, that since international negotiations in connection 
with its operation have no general mutually-acceptable and readily
understood principles to guide them, they therefore invariably degen
erate into ad hoc agreements on a wide range of questions of detail, 
revealing no broad pattern consistent with genuine international eco
nomic collaboration, and providing no satisfactory basis for, if not 
specifically foreclosing, generalization of the concessions made in the 
agreements to third countries. 
. Exchange control, therefore, does not provide a satisfactory~ basis 
for the organization of international economic relations on genuinely 
collaborative principles. The only defence of it that can be made--and 
it is ~ stro~g de.fence--is that under the circumstances prevailing 
when 1t attatned tts growth, there appeared to be for some countries 
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no other and better alternative. It may wellobe that in a world iA 
which the threat of war is always overhanging, in which currencies 
are. disorg~ni1ed and ~nternational cr~dit machinery has c~]Japsed, in 
wh1ch cred1t~r countnes, while ~nsisting oR payment of their claims, 
\\ron't accept payn.1ent in goods, exchange control with its severities 
modified by clearing. and payme~t and compensation agreeme~ts is 
the only barrier to a complete bre,akdown of" international economic 
relations. In ¥1Y case, no one has shown that ir; the "1930's there was 
availab~ any better alternative except through multilateral agreement 
,whkh would treat as integral parts of one g1ant problem the need, in 
the political field, for world-pacification, and in the economic field, 
for the re-establishment p~ sound international monetary and credit 
institutions, the all-round reduction of trade barriers, and the restora
tion of good emp!pyment conditions. With the rise of Hitler to power 
and the; failure of the London Economic Conference in 1933, this 
alternative became for the time being an impracticable one. There is 
no excuse, however, for projecting defeatism with respect to the past, 
where it may be justifiable, into the future, where it never is. It would 
be yielding without a struggle to this attitude, and providing it with 
almost its only rational support, if the assumption that it will be pos
sible in the post-war world to do away with or at least keep within 
narrow limits some of the obvious evils of the past were commonly 
rejected on the ground of its lack of "realism." The argument which 
follows is intended, however, to show that it is not realistic to expect 
that the general abandonment of exchange control or evei\ any im
portant moderation of its most undesirable aspects can be procured 
by any country, acting singly, no matter how important it is, or by 
any small group of countries unless that group includes several of the 
major trading. countries. 

THE RESPONSE OF FREE-EXCHANGE COUNTRIES TO THE OPERATION 

OF EXCHANGE CONTROL IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

The free-exchange countries have in general looked with disfavour 
upoJ:b exter.sion of exch~ge control to new countries or widening of 
its scope in countries already practicing it. They have feared that in 
operation the exchange controls of other countries would h\ve un
'favourable immediate impacts upon their own foreign trade. In some 
cases they were concerned lest the pressure on their own economies of 
the exchange controls of other countries should force them to adopt 
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s~milar measures themr.>elves. But there have been marked variations 
in the reac,tions of free-exchange countries to the exchange-control 
measures .of other countries. • 

The operation of exchange controflin other countries ip1pinges un
favourably upon the interests of individual traders (or firms) in c . 
free-exchange countries in a number of ways. 

(a) Holders in the,f;ee-exchang.e countries of claims against debt
ors in the e:"<:chan'ke-control countries, whether these claJ.ms are finan
cial in character (debt-service) or arise out of past conrmercial 
transactions, find that they cannot collect on these claims or can col-"' 
lect only in the form of blocked balances which are not usable or 
transferable or are usable or transferable only subject tp serious and 
uncertain delay or to such severe limitations as to make their value 
in terms of their own currencies very much lower than their value at 
the official exc!1ange rates. 

(b) High export prices in the exchange-control countries when 
cl;:lculated at the official rates of exchange tend to make their export 
commodities unsaleable in the free-exchange countries. Even there
fore when the proceeds of exports to free-exchange ,.countries are 
made available for payment for imports from such countries, the 
limited amounts of such proceeds make new exports from free-ex
change countries to the exchange-control countries subject to serious 
uncertainty of time and degree of payment. 

(c) The exporters of the free-exchange countries find themselves 
competing in foreign markets with the subsidized exports of ex
change-control countries, and domestic industries in the free-exchange 
countries find t_hemselves competing in their own home markets with· 
subsidized imports from exchange-control countries or with imports 
offered at specially low prices because the exporters in the exchange
control countries, or their governments, are anxious to obtain free 
currencies, or because the foreign producers of the commodities in 
question find their normal export markets closed to them or rendered 
unattractive by the operation in those markets of exchange control. 

(d) There is also the potential injury to the economy cf the hee
excllange country resulting from the fact that exchange control lends 
itself readily to the regulation of foreign trade, both on the selling 
a~d ?n the buying side, on monopolistic principles even if industry 
Wtt~m the country operates on competitive principles. The terms on 
whtch a free-excllange country exchanges its commodities for the 
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commodities of an exchange-control '\:ountry will therefore tend to Jj; ~ 
less favourable to. the ~or.mer than if both countries op;rated on a 
free-exchan~e ba~1s. It IS 1~ the natu.re of a free-exchang" economy, 
howeve_r, t~at th1s ~urden IS not readily ,perceivable, and that even 
'Where 1t falls h~vlly on individual traders or producers or con
sumers, the factor responsible fJr the burden is not readily identified. 

It may be conceivable that a cc;>untry should proceed along its ac
custo~ed linlJS of trade policy without referen~e to-the adoption and 
operahon of exchange controls by other countries, i.e., that it should 
m~ke no attempt to modify its trade policy'So as to minimize the un-

' favourable impacts on its economy of the exchange controls of other 
countries.' It is highly 11nlikely, however, that any country with im
portant economic contacts with the outside world would find this a 
satisfactory prtlc,edure unless the foreign demand for its important 
export products were highly inelastic, and in any case very few, if 
any, countries seem to have followed it. 

Almost universally, therefore, if not universally, countries luwe 
attempted to deal with the unfavourable impacts on their foreign 
trade of the exchange controls of other countries by modifying their 
own trade policies. The introduction of exchange control (and other 
forms of direct regulation of trade) has contributed to almost com
plete elimination of "autonomous" trade policies, or trade policies 
pursued without regard to the policies of other countries and imple
mented solely througl.l national legislation-usually ordinary tariff 
legislation-without recourse to trade bargaining with foreign gov
ernments. Generally characteristic of the methods followed is that 
they have involved an increase in administrative freedom and flexibil
ity in dealing with trade policy and in resort to other devices than 
mere changes in ordinary import duties. Beyond these common phases 
there has been resort to so great a variety of methods as between 
countries, and even within the same country, that generalization is 
impossible. 

The method which countries have most often adopted to deal with 
the .. impaEt on their fo;eign trade of the exchange controls of other 
countries has been to adopt some exchange-control measu~s them-

1 The possibility that a country should regard the exchange controls or other direct 
controls of some other countries as providing it with an opportuni!Y, through ll:ppro
priate methods, to better its trade position as compared to what 1t would be m the 
absence of such controls in these other countries is discussed later. 
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~elves, although somel\imes restHcted to transactions with exchange
control countries with exchange transactions otherwise left free from 
direct cot!J;ols. In most of the c,ountries adopting it, exctange control 
was at first regarded as a P.ecessary e'l·il, to be overcome a~ soon as the 
pressure on the exchanges was sufficiently allevia~d. This provide§ 
a theoretical basis for classifying eichange-control countries accord-
. th th 'I " . " "df ' "" mg to whe er e c9ntro s are aggresstve or e enstve, com-
prehensive" or "iimited," maintained enthusiastically w reluctantly. 
In practice, however, it would be difficult to apply such classifiozations, 
since they depend so much on intent or motive, which is hard to "as-" 
certain with certainty in particular cases, and will nc?t necessarily be 
invariant through time. There is no doubt, however, th~t some coun
tries have acquired a belief in the inherent virtues of exchange con
trol and wish it to continue and to spread, whilr. ~other countries 
which practice-it regard it, after some years of practice, as a! best a 
necessary evil and would cheerfully abandon or at least relax their 
controls if they could be assured that most other exchange-control 
countries would do so or that there would not be severe pressure on 
the exchange value of their currencies if the controls ~ere removed. 
During the years 1935-6, when business conditions and world trade 
were generally on the upgrade, there was in fact a mild movement in 
the direction of the relaxation of exchange controls, which extended, 
however, only to a limited number of countries. Even in those 
years the general tendency in some countries, most notably Germany, 
Japan and' some of the Latin-American countries, was for a progres
sive tightening of the controls. 

A substantial number of countries which in general have desired to 
avoid direct regulation of trade as far as possible have nevertheless 
applied special controls to transactions with exchange-control coun
tries1 while leaving transactions with free-exchange countries free 
from control. Some writers have seen in this procedure not only a 
desirable means of dealing on a temporary basis with an emergency 
situation but also a happy long-run solution of the problem of the 
operation of a world economy which is permanently partly" on' an ex
change-J:ontrol and partly on a free-exchange basis. As they see it, 

1 I regard a country which enters into clearing or payment agreements with an 
avowed ~change-control country, but otherwise does not directly regulate exchange 
~ctions, as ~dopting a limited "exchange control," but I recognize that this is 
not m accord W1th common terminological usage. 
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each country is free to adopt comprenensive eJFchange control or not • 
as it pleases; countries which in general prefer to keep their exchang; 
markets fre:. f:o:n direct co~trol caq,· if they wish, adopt., exchange 
control but !1m1t 1t to transacbmts with exchange-control countries. 
• As a short-run. method of adjustment to an emergency situation, 
there is from the national point ~f view much to be said in support of 
this procedure as compared to th,e availablenalternatives. If it is so 
conducted as.,to reduce the range of freedom ol the•exchange-control 
countries to use their exchange controls for monopolistic or political 
pr~ssure purposes or to avoid meeting their "external liabilities arising 

"out of past financial or commercial transactions, and if it thus makes 
them less ent.husiastic ab,out the advantages of exchange control and 
less likely, tlierefore, to adhere to it permanently, it may even make 
a contribution t'o,the eventual return generally to free-exchange, free
market methods. Nothing which is said here is intended to be critical 
of wh~tever measures free-exchange countries may adopt to protect 
themselves against injury from the operation of other countries' eK

change controls, provided these measures have their adverse impact 
solely on the exchange-control countries and not on themselves or on 
innocent third countries. But for the reasons given below, the adop
tion of partial exchange control on their own part is not an acceptable 
long-rzm solution for countries which are anxious both that they 
themselves shall not slide into comprehensive exchange control and 
that ~hey shall not themselves add to .the extent to which world trade 
in general is lastingly subject to it. "): 

First, the adoption by any country of exchange control, even if 
adopted as a protection of that country's trade against exploitation by 
the e.""Cchange controls of other countries, operates to reinforce the 
other existing exchange controls and to make their operation 
smoother even if on basic economic accounting less profitable. 

Second, there is usually a strong tendency for a limited exchange 
control, once adopted and strongly entrenched, to become more com
prehensive in its scope. Once the ice has been broken, and departure 
has., been made from the principle of the free-exchange market, it is 
easy psy~hologically to move on further in the same direction. The 
establishment of the necessary bureaucratic machinery and•mastery 
of the technique of exchange control, and the bureaucrats' pleasure 
in the exercise of the control mechanism, also facilitate its ex
tension to new fields. More important, the narrower the scope of 
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a .control the more difV.cult it is- to prevent evasion thereof. It ap
'pears to be the general experience that a limited control involving 
allotment or rationing of forei_gn exchange will be la~gely evaded 
if all important categories pf exchange transactions are n_ot required 
at least to be licensed and to be reported to the cQntrol authorities' 
or to be cilanneled through an agerfcy having a monopoly of sales 
of foreign exchange. ' • 

Third, it is to he refnembered also that A may be un{avorably af
fected by the operation of B' s exchange control not only throv.gh its 
effect on the trade relations of B with A, but also through its indirect 
effect on the trade relations of a third country, C, with A. B may use 
its exchange control to force A's products OJ.lt of C's m~rkets, or to 
make C use its foreign exchange receipts to buy commodities from 
B instead of repaying debt to A, or to repay debts to lJ htstead of buy
ing commodities from A. If A decides to deal with B's exchang,e con
trol by itself adopting exchange control in its transactions with B, it 
wiiJ be logical for it also to adopt exchange control in its transactions 
with C, as an additional protection against injury from f3's exchange 
control. 

Fourth, if the free-exchange countries adopt measures for dealing 
with the exchange-control countries which result, whatever their in
tent, in promoting imports from the exchange-control countries at the 
expense of imports from other free-exchange countries, the conse
quence is, of course, even though unintended, to push the remaining 
free-exchange countries into bilateralistic practices in self-defence. 

The Swiss experience here offers a striking illustration. In 1931, 
Switzerland introduced, with respect to certain important import
commodities, a clearing system which was intended, according to the 
text of the law, "in a general way to expand, guarantee, restrict or 
prohibit imports from particular countries depending upon their 
treatment of Swiss exports." The Government explained that this 
measure would enable it to favour those countries which permit im
port of and payment for Swiss commodities, and to limit or prevent 
altogether imports from countries which pla11e insurmoun~able j:lb
stacles in the way of Swiss exports. In actual practice it worked in 
the oppoi.te direction. Since the system imposed no restrictions on 
exports to th~ exchange-control countries while it gave Swiss export
ers assurance of eventual payment, it resulted in increased exports to 
t~e exchange-control countries. In order to check the accumulation 
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by Switzerland of credit claims on the e~change-~ontrol countries it 
became necessary for the import-control agencies to favour imp;rts 
from the exchapge-c?ntrol countries a~ against imports f~qm the 
free-exchange ~ountries. The propurtions of.the total imports into 
Swl'tzerland of the Sf>ecific commodities affected, coming from free
exchange countries, exchange-contr~l countries which imposed clear
ing requirements on imports from S"\itzerland, and exchange-control 
countries which ~id not impose clearing requirements on" imports from 
Switzerland, were, respectively, 37.6%, 52.7%, and 9·7% in 1935, as 

. .c9JPp<fred to 86.s%, 3.o%, and 10.5% in 193~.' 
Where countries which maintained and wished to continue to 

maintain generapy free-excl}ange markets have nevertheless applied 
exchange control in a limited way to transactions with other countries 
which practiced ex'H1.ange control, they have frequently followed the 
procedure.of insisting upon clearing arrangements with th1: exchange
control countries. Clearing arrangements have become a common 
appendage to exchange controls. But it has generally been the strong
currency countries, including free-exchange countries, which asked 
for their establisJtment in the first instance, because of the desire of 
their exporters to get payments in other than blocked balances, or to 
enforce the allotment of a portion of the supplies of the strong cur
rencies accruing to the exchange-control countries to debt-service 
payments or to liquidation of outstanding commercial indebtedness, 
.instead of to the financing of new commodity imports. But weak
currency countries have also imposed clearing arrangements upon 
·countries with stronger currencies where the trade-balances between 
the two were unfavourable to the weak-country currencies, usually 
with the objective of forcing the strong-currency countries to accept 
larger volumes of import. 

How clearing arrangements entered into by otherwise free-ex
change countries with exchange-control countries would operate for 
the former would depend of course on the strength of their bargain
ing position, 41nd the skilli.Jfed in bargaining, and thus on the specific 
kind of arrangements they could make, vis-a-vis the exchange-control 
countries. The general tendency has been, however, for importo-sur
plus countries with clearing agreements with weak-currency countries 

1 Cf. Andre Geiser, Die Kompensaliou als Mittel der Ausseuhandc/spolitik rmtcr 
besouderer Beriicksiclltigr111g der Schwei::, Solothurn, 1939, pp. 62, 101-102, 108-IO!). 
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to find that they rellult, unle&s additional measures are taken, in the 
indefinite accumulation of debit balances of the weak-currency to the 
strong.Currency countries, ".;hich balances must be c,arried either by 
the strong-currency goyernments ~n behalf of their e,xporters or by 
the exporters themselves. This tendency result~. from the fact (nat 
dealers in the weak- or overvalued-currency countries find the prod
ucts of the stron9-currency co.untry to be attractively priced and 
therefore import heavily, while dealers in the strong-currency coun
tries find that the weak-currency commodities, if purchase1 through 
the clearings, are pricect. too high, and therefore seek other sources f.Q_r, 
the supplies they want or find means of purchasing from the weak
currency countries outside the clearing arrangements and at exchange 
rates more favourable to themselves than those available in clearings 
transactions. In some cases, the governments of l:he weak-currency 
countries ha-ve secretly tolerated or even promoted exports }o strong
currency countries outside clearing-arrangements because of their de-

osire for unencumbered foreign exchange. The methods whereby the 
free-exchange countries can check the indefinite accumulation of 
credit-balances in blocked currency in the exchange-control countries 
are also unattractive to the free-exchange countries, and when 
adopted are regarded as necessary evils. They consist either of restric
tions on exports to the exchange-control countries where credit bal
ances have been accumulating or of the fostering, by preferential 
treatment, import subsidies, or pressure on importers, of imports 
from tnese countries. · 

The methods used to cope with the exchange controls (and other 
methods of direct regulation of foreign trade) of other countries by 
the United Kingdom and the United States, the two leading countries 
with strong currencies and free-exchange markets, were in rather 
sharp contrast, mainly explicable, no doubt, by the differences in their 
bargaining position vis-a-vis other countries. (See pages 49-50 infra.) 

The United Kingdom would, no doubt, like the United States, have . 
been glad if in the 1930's there could have been brought about a gen
eral abandonment of the new direct <;omrols of forei(7n trade. In 
1936 s?e j~ined with the United States and France in s~bscribing to 
the Thtpartlte Monetary Agreement, which was made to include on 
the ini.tia.t:.ve of the United s.tates, a declaration that the signa~ory 
countnes attach the greatest Importance to action being taken with
out delay to relax progressively the present system of quotas and 
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exchange controls with a view to their 9.bolition." The records of the 
League of Nations show that she participated ahxiously and whole
heartedly in attempts to find a multilateral procedure for the abolition 
of these contr~!s. In accord with france, in ~ay, 1937, she charged 
M:ovan Zeeland witl;t the mission of exploring the possibilities of ob
taining a general reduction of quotas and of other obstacles to inter
national trade. In placing her faith in a multilateral solution, she was 
undoubtedly on.., the right track. In reacting vigorO'usly9 in the absence 
of such a.,:;olution, against countries, like Germany, which were using 
the new methods for clearly aggressive purposes, she was serving 
~ell not only her own intereSts but also the interests of third coun
tries. ~ut in her trade negotiations with other specific countries, in
cluding Denmark, Norway, and the Baltic countries, whose trade 
policies could nO'~ be regarded on any grounds as aggressive, the 
United Kingdom h~s systematically and openly endeavo~ed to obtain 
what advantages she could for her export trade from the introduction 
elsewhere of-direct controls and bilateralistic trade methods. Instead. 
of endeavouring in speaific cases to check the expansion of these 
methods, she has pressed for their extension where their introduction 
would facilitate" the establishment of an improved position for British 
exports. The normally great excess of British commodity impprts 
over exports with respect to most countries and to her foreign trade 
as a whore, the fact that her large sales to other countries of shipping, 
insurance, and banking services were made largely to countries com
mitted to free exchanges and to non-bilateral-trade methods,.and the 
availability in the United States of an unlimited market, at an artifi
cially high price, for the product of the gold mines from which, 
through British ownership and through favourable balances of pay
ments with gold-producing regions, she derived a substantial amount 
of dollar exchange, placed her in a strong bargaining position with 
respect to most cou"ntries if she was prepared to use-or to threaten 
to use-bilateral trading methods. · 

From 1933 on, the United Kingdom embarked frankly on trade 
bal:ga~ning bn bilateral Ii~es. In a provisional trade agreement with 
Estonia signed in July, 1933, she obtained the inclusion of t~e fol
lowing expression of the bilateral principle: 

"Both Governments undertake to keep in view the balance of 
trade between the United Kingdom and Estonia, and the Estonian 
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Government recognizes tl!at it is in the interest of both countries 
that the present 'disparity in that balance should be readjusted as 
far a~ possible by the increase of the sale in Estonia of goods the 
produce or manufac,ture of th~ United Kingdom:•, 

In later British agreements the principle was frequently restated, 
and provisions conforming to i{were obtained. In these agreements 
other countries agreed to use their existing direct controls, or new 
direct control~ to be established for the purpose, to increase their 
takings of British exports, or to allot to. the liquidation of. outstand
ing commercial indelttedness to British exporters or to service .Qn- ~ 
sterling financial indebtedness stated· minimum proportions of the 
sterling proceeds from commodity exports to the U~ited Kingdom
in some cases, in order that more sterling should b; available for debt 
service they agreed to restrict their imports of .British commodities 
through direct controls. Although the United Kingdom adhered 
strictly to the unconditional most-favoured-nation principle as far as 

• ordinary import duties and imports from outside the British Empire 
were concerned, and although she insisted upon unconditional most
favoured-nation treatment, as a minimum, of her ,exports to other 
countries, she pressed for preferential treatment for her exports by 
countries where her excess of imports over exports and the availabil
ity of alternative sources of supply for the imports mad,e her bar
gaining position strong. 

The particular types of concessions sought by the United Kingdom 
varied 'Irom country to country. The following partial list of types of 
concessions obtained by the United Kingdom in trade agreements 
entered into in the 193o's (including unpublished and possibly un
written agreements) brings out sufficiently her readiness to enter 
into arrangements of a strictly bilateral character, i.e., arrangements 
in which the tariff, or quota, or import license, or exchange-allotment 
treatment of British exports was made expressly to depend on the 
volume of British imports from the respective countries: ( 1) mutual 
purchase agreements, i.e., "guaranteed quotas," under government 
sponsorship-and presumably to be carrfed out under" govei·nnient 
super;rision-between export and import cartels of the United King
dom and other countries; (2) agreements by the exchange controls 
of other \:ountries to use minimum stated percentages of the sterlirtg 
proceeds from exports to the United Kingdom in remittances to the 
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United Kingdom .in pa~ent for imports from ?r outstanding indebt- ' 
edness to the Umted Kmgdom; (3) with respect to coal, allotments 
to the United Kingdom of stated minimum percentages of'their total 
imports of co'al, which percentages ;ere ~bstantially in ~xcess of 
those previously p{evailing1

; ( 4) pledges to give preferential treat
ment to British firms or commodtties in government purchases; (S) 
allotments of import licenses and exchange pe"rmits for purchases of 
British goods ,in amounts proporti~ned to the kounts of total ex
ports to,, the United Kingdom. 

'Fhe United States, on the other hand, has with only a few mino-r 
"exceptions refrained in her trade negotiations with other countries 
(but not including Cuba), from making any demands which would 
involve or terld to involve any preferential treatment to American 
exports in the !."pP,lication of quantitative controls or which would 
require for their execution the maintenance or extension-and still 
less the 'new introduction-of direct or quantitative controls of for
eign trade. The contrast in the bargaining position of the two com~ 
tries has no doubt been the determining factor in leading to the con
trast in the bargaining methods of the United Kingdom and the 
United States.' The United States normally has a pronounced excess 
of commodity exports over commodity imports (as contrasted to the 
normal excess of imports of the United Kingdom), both for most 
individul!.l countries and for her foreign trade as a whole. The high 
American tariff has operated to restrict American imports very 
largely to raw materials and foodstuffs with respect to "'hich her 
import demand is highly inelastic and her bargaining position there
fore weak. In all the major instances of countries with favourable 
balances of trade with the United States, the American imports con
sist to a large extent of rubber, tin, sugar, or coffee. The United 
States, therefore, is in a particularly disadvantageous position for 
trade bargaining on the bilateral principle, particularly if, as has so far 
been the case, other countries could safely take for granted that the 
United States would not inject into the bargaining process the ques
tion qf the terms on whic:\1 she would purchase foreign gold and silver 
and would permit the expenditure of dollars on purchases of foreign 
insurance, banking, shipping and tourist services. • 

In 1933 and 1934 there was serious debate within the 1\dministra-

t In some cases execution of these allotments made necessary the establishment 
by the importing ~ountries of cartels with a monopoly of coal import. 
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tion as to the relative desirability of the adoption by the United States 
of bilateral methods,' and in a few instances, in connection with the 
use of the quota system in connection with liquor imports after the 
repeal of prohibition, tr~de a-greemr.nts were entered iri~o which were 
basically inconsistent with the spirit of multilate~alism in trade. ~..tt 
if there was ever any temptation c:rn the part of the United States to 
apply bilateral principl~s in her trade relations as a whole with the few 
countries whicl!. would have been vulnerable to such methods, the 
temptation ~vas as a rule successfully resisted in ord~r no~ to com
promise the general American position of opposition on princip!e t~ . 
the regulation of trade through exchange control, and especially to ifs· 
regulation in a manner seriously inconsistent with the principle of 
equality of treatment of foreign countries: 

The American government was faced, therefore, ·with the problem 
of how to sc;.cure for American exports, in a world rapidly moving 
toward exchange control and bilateral trading practices, adequate 
.protection against unfavorable discrimination by the exchange con
trols of other countries without recourse to methods involving resort 
by the United States itself either to exchange control or to other 
practices which would necessarily involve either the U'nited States. or 
other countries in the violation of the principle of equality of treat
ment. 

The procedure followed by the United States can be most ef'fec
tively illustrated by a digest of the various types of provisions relating 
to exch~ge control which made their appearance in trade agreements 
negotiated by the United States since 1934· It may safely be presumed 
that all of these provisions were inserted on the initiative of the 
United States. The variations in the types of provisions are to be 
explained partly in terms of the evolution of American ideas as to 
what constituted adequately protective formulae, partly in terms of 
the variations in types of exchange control prevailing in other coun
tries, and partly in terms of what the countries entering into trade 
agreements with the United States could be induced to accept in 
ret~rn for the tariff concessions offered il! these agreell}ents by the 
Umted States. It should be understood that whenever. any of the 
followjng provisions appear in an American trade agreement, it is 
phrased in terms of mutual obligation by the two parties to the agree
ment, a~d't~at in ge?eral when an agreement refers at all to exchange 
control 1t wlll contatn more than one of the provisions listed below : 
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(I) Pledge to the United States of•uncondit.jonal most-favoured
nation treatment, with specific reference to exchange control. 

(.2) Pledge .~,o. the United States th~t it will be "given a Jair and 
equttable sha~e m any allotment. of foreig~; exchange. 

'( 3) Pledge that, in general the exchange control will be admin
istered so as not to influence to the" disadvantage of the United States 
"the competitive relationships" between American commodities and 
like commoditi!]s of third countries.' • • • 

{4) T-he United States to be allotted as a minimum with respect 
. ~ ai1 imports as large a percentage of free f'Oreign exchange as the 

proportion which the total value of imports from the United States 
was of total imports fro111 all countries during a preceding "repre
sentative perioCI." not further defined in the agreements as published. 

(5) The impoh,of any commodity from the United States to be 
given no, less favourable treatment. with respect to rates.of exchange, 
taxes or surcharges, or rules and formalities connected with exchange 
control than any like import from any third country. • 

(6) The import of any commodity from the United States to be 
given no less favourable treatment with respect to rates of exchange, 
taxes or surcha~ges, or rules and formalities connected with exchange 
control than any import whatsoever from any third country. 

(7) No secret quantitative restrictions or allotments of exchange 
to bemaCI.e. 

(8) No use to be made of exchange-control measures involving 
the use of exchange rates higher than those which would reoolt from 
the free operation of supply and demand in the market. 

(9) No import licenses or other quantitative restrictions to be 
imposed on specified commodities imported from the United States. 

It is clear that these provisions range in character from such as 
merely impose a general (and vague) obligation on the signatory 
government not to apply exchange-control provisions to imports from 
the United States in such a manner as to discriminate unfavourably 
against American commodities to such as would make the application 
of exr;hang~ control to CQmmodity imports from the United States 
virtually impossible. For the most part, however, they are in nature 
such as to protect American exports against unfavourable d;scrim
ination through exchange control rather than as to lead t~ the aboli
tion of existing or to prevent the establishment of new exchange 
controls. 
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Information is notc,available"to provide a basis for appraisal of the 
actual working of these provisions in practice. Even, however, if they 
have be~ carried out in full, good faith and have )VOrked to the 
complete satisfaction of .the Unite<t States, they fall f;tr short of a 
satisfactory solution from the world point of view of the problems 
arising from the use of exchange Eontrol as an instrument of direct 
regulation of trade. Tile United States has succeeded in negotiating 
trade agreement's co~taining such provisions with only, a minority of 
the countries maintaining comprehensive exchange control, end with 
Germany and Japan no '!l.ttempt was even made to open negotiations,... .. 
In general, the stronger provisions were accepted by countries which 
were not applying exchange control to COI!lmodity tra~sactions or by 
countries with respect to which the United States was in a particu
larly strong bargaining position. The general policy of the United 
States of av~.ding in her trade-agreement negotiations any.request. 
for allotment of available dollar exchange to the liquidation of out
~anding commercial or financial indebtedness tended to make coun
tries debtor to the United States more willing than they would other
wise be to remove or relax their restrictions on the use of their dollar 
assets in payment of current commodity imports fr;in the United 
States. Other creditor countries with less bargaining power, or who 
rated more highly the importance of collection of outstanding debt 
as compared to maintenance of current commodity exports, would 
find it harder, other things equal, to obtain removal or relaxation of 
exchangeocontrol restrictions on payments for their exports. The 
grant to the United States of unconditional most-favoured-nation 
treatment with respect to exchange control might in practice mean, 
not that discrimination between countries was eliminated, but only 
that the United States shared in the special favours granted to the 
country receiving most preferred treatment. Where "non-discrimina
tion" took the form of assurance to the United States of as large a 
proportion of the trade as she enjoyed during an earlier "representa
tive period" (its representativeness being a matter for agreement as 
between the two negotiating countries only}, the consequence w.ould 
be the f~e:zin~ of a stat1ts quo, which might no longer be appropriate 
to prevzllmg circumstances. Unfortunately, the American trade neao
tiat.ions 11_1'!-,d~ little contribution to the formulation of specific :nd 
log1~al cntena, capable of routine generalization to third countries 
of unconditional most-favoured-nation treatment or of "non-discrim~ 
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ination" with respect to the operation o"f exchanj{e controls. The 
"representative period" formula is clearly inadequate for this purpose 
in the absen~e of ~ve~1. approximate stand~rds of representati;<'otless 
under changmg CionditiOns, and can \lnder som~ circumstances lend 
itself ·to unfair discrimination against third countries.' 

The provisions relating to exchange control inserted in its trade 
agreements by the United States repr~sent, nevertheless, the most 
important, if not tJte sole, contribution made by any• couiltl'y to pro
tect world tr:\de against the injurious effects of the exchange controls 
~f. o,tJ1er• countries when used as an instrument 'bf trade regulation 
and especially when used in a discriminatory manner. The United 
St!!tes, of course, was primarily interested in protecting its own trade 
from such injurious effects. But those provisions which made the 
application of exchan'g~ control to any imports impossible or difficult 
and those pr,ovisions which stipulated that there should be•full pub
licity with respect to the allotment of exchange or of import licenses 
would redound to the benefit of all third countries not in a position 
to insist upon specially favourable treatment. Even the provision 
guaranteeing most-favoured-nation treatment to American exports 
would operate to promote general equality of treatment, since a coun
try A would ordinarily be more willing to generalize to all countries 
any favour granted to another country B, or would be less willing to 
grant any favour specially to B, if it was bound automatically to 
extend to the United States any favour granted to B. It seems clear 
that if several important countries, and not the United States atone, 
were to insist in their trade negotiations upon the inclusion in the 
resultant agreements of provisions similar to the stronger American 
ones, and if these provisions could be relied upon to be carried out in 
good faith, the possibilities of the use of exchange control to enforce 
bilateralism or other discriminatory trade restrictions would be nar
rowly restricted.2 The greater the number of countries to which any 
particular country was bound to give unconditional most-favoured
nation treatment with respect to exchange-control practices, the less 

1 See i>~fr~ for a ~fuller discussion" of the "representative period" formula in con-
nection with its application to import. quotas. . • • 

2 The pledge given by the Argentme to the Umted States, m the agreement of 
October 14. 1941 of equal treatment with respect to exchange rates, etc., was made 
subject to the ~ception of the special exchange facilities extended to the->tlnited 
Kingdom until such time as it became possible for Argentina freely to convert its 
sterling balances. 
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would be the will\Pgness oi that country to give specially favourable 
treatment to any country. And the greater the number of countries 
whi$ ~practiced unconditiopal most-favoured-natiol!- treatment among 
themselves, but did p.ot extendrit, or did not comll)it themselves to 
extending it, to countries which discriminated, against them, tl"fi! less 
would be the attractiveness and'l:he feasibility of using discriminatory 
trade practices for countries, which had not bound themselves to 
equality crf treatibent. Except for the possibility oj treatment of the 
problems of exchange control through multinational coderence, the 
American procedure seems to be the best available for deali'itg JYitl! 
tlte problem. But there is no reason to expect it to be genuinely suc
cessful unless it is adopted by a numb~r of important trading coun
tries, and some authorities insist that nothing short of general multi
national agreements can provide a substantial r!!n1edy for the problem. 
Its effectweness, moreover, would be increased if in bilateral agree
ments containing provisions of the American type the;e were also 
included a provision that neither party would seek from a tltird 
country, with respect to its export of any commodity of which the. 
other party was also an exporter, any special favour or advantage 
which was of such a character as to be impossible of extension to tlte 

• other party to the agreement. If such a provision were added to the 
provisions of the American type, countries would be bound not only 
not to discriminate in their own markets but also to avoid seeking 
preferential treatment in the markets of third countries. 

III. IMPORT QUOTAS 

FORMS OF QUOTAS AND METHODS OF ALLOCATION 

Import quotas are restrictions on imports formulated in terms of 
maximum quantities of specified commodities which may be imported 
per unit period. The quantities are almost always expressed as abso
lute numbers of physical units, but are occasionally specified in value 
rather than physical quantity terms. In quota provisions included in 
~rade agreements: the size of the quota a.l,lotted to part~cular .countries 
~~ usually state~ m terms of percentages of total imports, but is occa
stonall! st~ted 10 t~rms of percentages of previous imports from the 
countr\es 10 question, or in absolute terms. The quotas may be 
"global" or without allocation a~ to source, but are more often allo
cated by countries. 
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When the quotas apply only to the qlfllntities which may be im
port~d at s~ecified ~i~im_um rat~s of duty, additio~al imports being 
admitted without limitation subject to payment of higher ra"tes of 
duty, they are c~iled "tariff quotas'~ (or'"con,tingents douani;rs") 
and ai"e to be distingui;;hed from "absolute quotas," which cannot be 
exceeded on any terms. It is often m'aintained that tariff quotas are 
different in principle from absolute quotas. They do constitute a lesser 
deviation from th!j principle of regulation of imporfs by• free-market 
process subject only to the impact of ordinary import duties. But 
~~. cls is not infrequently the case, the rates of duty at which 
imports in excess of the tariff quotas can be imported are in fact pro
hibitive of import, or nearlY. so, there is little or no difference in 
principle or in economic effect between tariff quotas and. absolute 
quotas. • , 

In some ~ases, .the quotas, instead of being applied dire~tly to im
porters (or to exporters in the country of origin) are applied to 

.domestic processors, as, for example, in the form of percentage re
strictions on the maximum amount of foreign grain which may be 
mixed with domestic grain by domestic millers in making flour, or 
the minimum amount of domestic alcohol which gasoline refineries 
must use. The term "indirect quotas" has been used to denote quotas~ 
of this type. 

When quotas are granted to other countries in trade agreements, 
these quotas are ordinarily merely permissive, i.e., exporters in the 
countries receiving these grants are permitted to market in the g~~antor 
countries the commodities specified in the quantities specified, but it is 
left to them to find buyers. There has also, however, been some resort 
to "guaranteed quotas," commonly called "purchase-agreements," 
where the grantor country agrees to buy within the stated period the 
stated quantities as minima. To carry out such pledges, it is necessary 
either that government import-monopolies or private import-monopo
lies under official sanction or supervision be set up. Guaranteed quotas 
seem invariably to have been intended to be discriminatory in practice, 
and the~ are t"1e type of qu9ta which it is most difficult to reconcile 
with the principle of equality of treatment in foreign trade. 

In a substantial number of instances, importing countries w\lich 
have wanted quantitative restrictions to apply to their imports have 
persuaded or coerce9 the exporting countries to enforce the s desired 
quantitative restrictions. Such arrangements are commonly referred 
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to as "gentlemen's agreen.1\!nts" ("contingents aimables"). The mo
tive on the part ~f the importing country for the adoption of this 
proc~Clure is sometimes si!fi~ly to shift elsewhere, wherever possible 
the onerous and oft~:n unpleas?:nt burden of allotriJent of quotas to 
particular importers. In other cases it is adoptc;;d because the ext<eutive 
branch of the government in th~ importing country lacks the statutory 
authority to enforce import ql}otas or, having such authority, is reluc
tant to use it openly because of possible unfavourp.ble political reper
cussions at home or because of the danger that once the p:recedent had 
been established of applying such quotas it would be forced b:f se,<;cia] 
interest pressures to carry the procedure further than it wishes. Under 
some circumstances, however, there are distinct and important ad
vantages of an economic or administrative nature irt having the quotas 
applied in the exporting countries rather thaJ:l, "or as well as, in the 
importing; country. The export trade may be more conceptrated than 
the import trade, with respect to either number of firms involved or 
location, or both. The application of quota. restrictions can in_ 
such cases be more effectively policed against evasion and against the 
tendency, because of multiplicity of ports of entry, for imports to 
overrun the maximum quantities sanctioned by the prescribed quotas 
before the customs authorities can become aware of the fact, and 
shipments can be better adjusted to seasonal or other variations in 
market conditions, at the export stage than at the import stage. Con
trol at the export stage is particularly convenient in trades where 
shipments are commonly made on a consignment basis at the export
ers' risk, where storage facilities are superior at the export points 
than at the points of import, and where trade practices and the nature 
of the commodity are such that ascertainment of the country of origin 
of shipment on the part of the customs authorities of the importing 
country is necessary for proper allocation of quotas by countries but 
would be difficult without cooperation of the exporters. In some cases 
~lso t~e use of the "gentlemen's agreement" procedure in the admin
Istration of quotas has been associated with the promotion or sanction 
by governm.ents of international produ.cers' ententes,or agreements 
f~r the sharmg of markets and the regulation of the level of competi
tiOH. 

The ~consent of the governments of the exporting countries or of 
the ass?cia~ions of exporters to undertake the task of administering 
or sharmg m th d · · · e a m1mstrabon of the quotas may of course be given 
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only because of the fear that if they witl\hold such consent the re
strictions on their exports would be made even rn~re severe. Their 
voluntary particip~tion in the control, how~ver, generally brings §Ome 
genuine benefits .to them, and there .. have been, instances where the 
requdt that the expor!ers administer· the quota has come from the 
exporting country. In the first place, ?1 gives the exporters an oppor
tunity to present their views and to negotiate for oetter terms or ar
rangements when tj1e quotas are being initiated. Seco;dly:qllotas tend 
to result in the market price in the importing country exceeding by a 
&ttb!itani'ial margin the market price in the exporring country plus the 
cost of shipment including ordinary import duties. Who gets this 
margin, and, in particular, wilether it goes to the exporters or to the 
importers, will depend mainly on which of these are the recipients of 
the particular quota allgcations. If the allotment of quotas as between 
individual firms is controlled in the exporting country by or.on behalf 
of an exporters' association or cartel, this margin will accrue wholly 
.or largely to the exporters rather than to the import firms. On these 
terms the exporters may not only be willing to undertake the task of 
administering the ~uotas, but they may even welcome the introduction 
of quotas and so refrain from pressing their governments to take 
retaliatory action. The producing interests in the importing country, 
moreover, may also welcome such agreements because the alternative 
may be no quotas at all and because their own prices will be less sub
ject to pressure from cheaper imports if the exporters are organized 
to charge the highest prices which are consistent with full utilitation 
of the quotas. 

In some cases in Europe, there have been agreements between pro
ducers' cartels in the exporting and importing countries, sanctioned 
or tolerated by the governments concerned, under which quota pro
visions have been prescribed on an unofficial basis, as part of a general 
agreement for sharing of markets on a monopolistic basis, and for 
suppression of price competition a1id "reciprocal dumping," and for a 
sharing of the gains resulting from the elimination of sales at dump-
ing priceS.1 ~ , . 

The indicated Jack of concern of the governments of the impor,ing 
1 These "gains," except as they result from the elimination of cross-freights, are 

of course not genuine gains from a public point of view, but are at the elpense of 
importing firms, of consumers, or, in the case of the avoidance of payment of tariff 
duties through elimination of reciprocal dumping, of the national treasuries. 
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countries when they enter 'Into or sanction such "gentlemen's agree
ments" as to whe~e the margin between the prices in the export coun
try lQl(I the prices in d1e i~porting country goes m~y seem strange. It 
is more understandable, however, if it is noted that agreements of this 
nature first became fairly common during a peFiod of extreme d\!pres
sion, when the predominant inferest of governments was not in cus
toms revenues or ih low price.s to consumers but in protection of the 
internal pti~ str~cture and of domestic employmel).t against the defla-
tionary impact of foreign competition. -:-

In a few cases, most notably in the United States, no attem.J;!t i~ 
made to allocate quotas as between particular importers; imports 
are admitted on the principle of first-come-first-served until the quota 
for a particular country, or the global quota, or the unassigned resid
ual quota, as the case may be, is exhausted.)n other cases, as we 
have seenr the assignment of the quotas to particular firm!j. is by agree
ment handled in the exporting countries. In most cases, however, 
import licenses or permits are an integral part of the quota system,_ 
with the licenses granted either by a government agency or by an 
authorized importers' cartel or trade association to whom the power 
has been delegated. Not all·cases of import lice~ses, however, are 
associated with the quota system. Where the licenses take the form 
of "exchange quotas," or rights to purchase and transmit or to make 
commitments for transmittal of specified amounts of ·domestic or 
foreign exchange, they are associated with the exchange-control sys
tem ra.ther than with the quota system proper. There are, moreover, 
many borderline variants. In the case of Iran, for instance, the tariff, 
exchange-control, and import-quota methods of regulation of foreign 
trade have been combined to form one closely-integrated system by 
requiring most categories .of imporfers, before they are permitted to 
withdraw goods from customs: (I) to pay the regular import duties; 
(2) to present import permits in accordance with the quota regula
tions; and (3) to present certificates of export (by themselves or by 
others) of Iran products of a value equal to the value of the imports. 
In some countries, importers have been 4'equired to apply for import 
licenses prior to making any purchase commitments abroad and the 
app~:cations have been granted or rejected in accordance with "secref 
quotas,~ or quotas which are not publicly announced. 

Instances of the establishment of import quotas can be found at 
least as early as 1844. But until 1914 very little use was made of this 
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device, and where it was used it was almo!/1: wholly in the tariff-quota 
rather than the absolute-quota form. During the Wdrld War of I9I4-
I9I8, extensive use was made of import quotas as a means of' limit
ing imports t~ e~~ential requirement~ so as to ,conserve foreign ex
change and shtppmg. 1~ost of the wartime quantitative restrictions on 
imports were repealed soon after thel Armistice, but a few of these 
restrictions survived; and in the 1920's some ne·~ ones were intro
duced, especially op moving picture filri;s and autom'bbilea and, in the 
form of ind\rect quotas, on bread-grains and crude petroleum. Under 
!4e,~{mct of the Great Depression, the "gold bloc" countries, France, 
Switzerland, Belgium and Holland, adopted comprehensive systems 
of import quotas in lieu of e:J:fchange controls. Many other countries 
applied import qt'iotas as a supplement to exchange control, or as 
retaliation against ol' f,pr use in bargaining with other countries using 
import quotas. Still other countries, notably Great Britai,n and the 
United States, which refrained from adopting the quota system in 

.general, did apply it to a limited number of commodities, chiefly agri-
cultural. In a number of cases countries were obliged to impose im
port quotas in order to meet the demands of other countries ft>r 
preferential treat'ffient or for assured markets for their exports. 
Except for Iran, there appears to be no country outside the continent 
of Europe which has made comprehensive use of the quota system, 
but there appear to be very few countries which have made no use 
whatsoever of it in recent years. 

Absolute import quotas have almost always been applied .as an 
additional restriction on imports over and above pre-existing import 
duties, and. in many cases over and above exchange-control restric
tions as well. The establishment of tariff quotas, on the other hand, 
has in many cases, and especially in the cases of the pre-depression 
tariff quotas and of the tariff quotas established since 1934 by the 
United States as the result of the negotiation of trade agreements, 
been associated with the reduction or removal of a pre-existing im
port duty. Aside from the possible objective of reducing internal 
resistanr.e to t:ariff reductio'i)s, tariff quotas have been introduced in 
connection with reductions in import duties in order to set limits to 
the extent to which the domestic market could be lost to domestic 
producers as the result of the reduction of duty and, in the case of 
preferential reductions of duty, to guard against imports fr3m third 
countries sharing in the duty-reductions by shipment via the preferred 
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country and concealment 19£ their true origin. In most cases, the tariff 
quotas were not ~ntended to be restrictive of imports as compared to 
the situation prior to their introduction, and were set at levels high 
eno~gh to permit imports 'in SOfllewhat greater vofup1e tha11 prevailed 
prior to their introduction. C> 

¢ 

ADVANTAGES.AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE QUOTA SYSTEM 

As COillP3I"ed 'Co ordinary import duties, absolut~ import quotas had 
certain real or apparent advantages from the national poj,nt of view in 
meeting the pressures resulting from the great depressioa of. t)le 
1930's. The rapidly-changing conditions called for flexible instru
ments to deal with them. Ordinary import duties, which in many 
countries could be changed only by a slow and elaborate legislative 
procedure, were not as flexible as quotas, whid1 were almost every
where su!]ject to administrative discretion and' could be and in practice 
were changed periodically at intervals as small as three months or 
even less. Secondly, the fall in prices in world markets in terms of 
gold currencies for many staple agricultural commodities and raw 
materials was so great during the depression that, had countries which 
adhered to the gold standard endeavoured to maintain the pre-depres
sion competitive position in the home market of their domestic pro
duction of these commodities by means solely of increases in their 
ordinary import duties, they would have had to enact fates of duty 
whose ad valorem equivalents would have exceeded all historical 
precooents and would have shocked public opinion at home and 
abroad.' Third, many import duties were "bound" or "consolidated" 
by treaty and could not be increased without violation of treaty obli
gations, whereas import quotas were not covered by treaty provisions. 
Fourth, it was not clear that import quotas were subject to most
favoured-nation obligations, and even when it was conceded or 
claimed that they were, there were no clear and established standards 
as to what quota practices were or were not in accord with most
favoured-nation obligations. The use of quotas thus opened the way 
for discriminatory treatment, and under the conditi~ns of the time 
the.,power to discriminate seemed .to present possibilities of effective 

1 
No c;:untry ~ppears ever to have enacted an ad valorem duty exceeding zoo per 

~~t, at ou?h m ,modern times specific duties and combination specific and ad 
orem dulles whose ad valorem equivalents far exceed zoo per cent are only too 

common. 
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~se fo~ trade-ba.rg~ining purposes. FiftJ'lly, where the major objective 
m addt~g ~o.exts~mg trade barriers was to pre\<~nt unemployment in 
domesttc mdustncs as the result of increased competition from 
abroad, import quotas provided a much more definite and certain 
~n§trument. far ~egulating .the qu;ntity of imports than did ordinary 
Import duttes. Fmafly, durtng the cJepression, protection of their price 
structures was often as much a matter of conctrn to domestic indus
tries as protection of their physical' volume of s21.les;. iJVport quotas, 
by removing o? weakening the incentive of foreign exporters to en-

• '!>. • • 
gage.,m pnce competttton, removed more effecti'lely than did ordinary 

· il7tport duties the prellSure of foreign competition on domestic prices. 
Import quotas, of course, also had their disadvantages, even from 

a strictly national point ot' view. If the quotas were global, without 
allocation by couRtries, the field was left open for competition between 
different sources of'supply for the opportunity to suppl:>; ·tlte market; 
but the i'igidity of the quota system within the unit quota-periods 
tended to result in a scramble -to import before the quota should b~ 
exhausted, with a consequent concentration of imports at the be
ginnings of the quota-periods and from nearby sources of supply. 
If without allo';!ation by countries there was allocation by importers 
in accordance with their previous volumes of import, there tended 
to result a freezing of. an obsolescent status quo, with windfall profits 
to long-established firms and hardship on growing and newlycestab
lished firms. If the quotas were allocated by countries, whatever 
formula was chosen wou.ld inevitably be somewhat arbitrarj', would 
be regarded by some countries as unfair, and would tend soon to 
fail seriously to fit the constantly changing situation. It was im
possible, moreover, to devise any formula for allocation of quotas, 
whether by countries or by importers, which would not involve in 
greater or less degree the transfer from the competitive process of 
the market to the arbitrary decisions of particular import or export 
firms, or of the governments of the export countries to whom quotas 
had been assigned, the determination of what grades should be im
ported, wca,t trade chann~ls should be used, and what prices should 
be ch;rged. Moreover, ordinary import duties are not as complete a 
barrier to adjustment of the quantity of imports to increased ~owers 
of absorption of imports by the home market and to impr.?ved busi
ness conditions in general as are fixed import quotas. While quotas 
can be more easily changed than ordinary import duties, a rigid and 
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unchanging quota would be a-much more injurious trade barrier in a 
period of improving' economic conditions than an equally rigid and 
unchan~iilg import duty of_ equivalent original import-restrictive 
power. , t' 

QUOTAS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE RELATIONS 

A country which is determinednot to practice direct regulation of 
foreign trade and ~oes not wish to be driven into this practice in 
order to protec~ its export trade against discriminatorv restrictions of 
other countries which do engage in such practice will ordir.oarily find 
much less ground for objection on this score in the mode of operatiQQ. , . 
of other countries' import quotas than in the inode of operation of 
other countries' exchange controls. 

Import quotas do almost inevitably involve a departure from the 
principle of equality of treatment in its traditional (and economically 
correct) sen~e. Import barriers are strictly consistent with th~, principle 
of equality of treatment only if they still leave to competitive market 
-processes the sole determination of the source of imports, so that, 
whatever the. total quantity of imports of any specific commodity, 
price, quality, and credit-term considerations alone determine where 
it shall be imported from. Even in the case of global quotas unallo
cated by country or by import firm a fortuitous advantage is given to 
the nearest country, and this may be important if the quota-periods 
are short, if storage in the import country of stocks in excess of 
quotas is not permitted or is made impossible by the pl. .shability of 
the coml.nodity, and if the quotas are small relative to the quantities 
which would be imported if there were no quota restrictions. If the 
quotas are allotted by countries, whatever principle of allotment is. 
followed can never conform except by accident with what would have 
been the distribution of the imports by countries of origin in the ab
sence of quota restrictions. This is also true, although to a less degree, 
if the allotment is 'by importers, since the import houses will have 
long-established connections, contracts for exclusive handling of cer
tain lines, and specialized shipping and purchasing facilities which 
will exercise a substantial influence on t~le regional stiurce ·~f the 
impor~. There would appear to be no tendency to discrimination in 
the case of "indirect quotas." The discrimination under the direct
quota syS'l:em would be at a minimum if the quotas were wholly 
unallocated, but imports were subject to license and the licenses were 
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fre~ly transferable ?nd were in practic~ sold to the highest bidders. 
Thts procedure, whtle not unknown, has been a3opted or permitted 
very infrequently. 

The quota system lends itself aJao to"deliberate discrimination be
tween countries b"ecg.use quota provisions a;e in practice if not in 
principle outside the scope of O'lltstanding most-favoured-nation 
treatment pledges which do not specifically refer to them, because 
there do not e;:ist definite, unequivocal, and gherlllly-recognized 
standards,of equality of treatment with respect to them, and because 

, t~erechas not as yet been time to'develop a tradi*ion of non-discrimina
tion in their applicatiot'l as part of the mores of international economic 
relations. 

While the fact that the quota system appeared to offer a means of 
escape from treat:r-obligations to refrain from discriminatory treat
ment of imports as Between foreign countries was no doubt a factor 
in some cases in leading to its adoption, in other cases th~ system was 
introduced without any intention, as far as available evidence goes, to" 
make use of it as an instrument of discriminatory trade-bargaining. 
As will be shown later, moreover, import quotas have not in pra;::tice 
proved to be neRrly as effective as exchange control as an instrument 
for trade-bargaining, whether on a discriminatory or on a non-dis
criminatory basis. The countries which during the depression adopted 
a comprehensive quota system in lieu of exchange control, and espe
cially the "()! bloc countries," may not at the time have foreseen 
that this would prove to be the case. But the quota system,41s com
pared to a full-fledged exchange control, involves much less of a 
break with the free-market economy, much less departure from 
orthodox monetary practices, much less interference with private 
business, a much lighter and simpler administrative burden. These 
considerations were probably the decisive factor in leading the "gold 
bloc countries" to choose to retain the quota system in preference to 
exchange control even after they had fully realized the shortcomings 
of quotas as trade-bargaining devices. 

Unlike tJw situation in the case of exchange control, moreover, 
there i; no reason why the

11
use of quotas by one country, or even by all 

other countries should of itself put any more pressure on a non-quota
using country ;0 adopt the quota system than would the imposition of 
a trade barrier of any other type of equal restricti~e effect. fh~ quota 
system is not, like the exchange-control system, mherently btlateral 
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in nature. Even if quota-using countries exploit their quota-granting 
power for bargaining purposes, there is no particular reason why the 
return c\3ncessions they ask for should also take the quota form. 
While trade-bargaining, has in soq~e cases been used' t_? coerce other 
countries into resort to quotas, the pressure use-d by the country-of 
the first instance did not in most cases take the form of a threat of a 
smaller quota or of ~o quota at_ all or the promise of a larger quota 
on its part.~AU trade-bargaining, even when confined to ordinary 
import duties and carried on with strict adherence to .,he most
favoured-nation prindple, has at least a mild tendency to lead }P , _ 
bilateralism, since each pair of bargaining countries will naturally 
endeavour to restrict their concessions to items which are specially 
attractive to each other and which will· only incidentally and to a 
moderate extent, if at all, be of advantage to thirJ countries if ex
tended to them gratuitously. Trade-bargaining W'ith respect to quotas 
need not go further than this in the direction of bilateralis~. Exam
ination of recent experience with the use of quotas as a trade-bargain
.ing instrument indicates that it is difficult to carry it far in this 
direction even when there is full readiness and intent to do so. 

The most systematic attempt to use the allocation of quotas as 
between countries as an instrument of trade-bargaining was on the 
part of France. She succeeded in obtaining important concessions in 
return for specific quota allotments, and by the introduction'of quotas 
she regained freedom to use for bargaining purposes· her imports of 
commoc\ities on which by previous trade agreements the ordinary 
tariff duties ·had been "bound'! or "consolidated." But protests by 
other countries that her method of allocating quotas was unfairly 
discriminatory were frequent. Great Britain imposed in 1934 severe 
additional duties on imports from France in retaliation against 
French preferential quotas in favor of the "gold bloc countries" and 
the United States. In 1936, in order to obtain a satisfactory trade 
agreement with the United States, France found it necessary tci con
cede to the United States "original" quotas calculated on the "propor
tional" or "rep~esentative period" basis a~ well as "supplem~ptary" 
quotas or fractions of the unused portions of other countries' "orig
inal" 9,_uotas. The allocation of the "original" quotas on the "repre-

-., sentative period" basis narrowly restricted the possibility of their 
\further uJe for bargaining purposes, while the fact that it was only 
th " I t " h" t.- \e supp emen ary quotas w tch were allotted on a non-propor-

\ 
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tional basis did not remove the objecti'bns of third countries to such 
allocation as "being discriminatory. ' 

Great Britain appears on the surface to have had conside~able suc
cess both in o~fai!'ling preferential, quotas fo~;, her exports fro"m coun
tri~s highly ~epe~d~t~t ~n the British export market and in using her 
own quotas m dtscrtmmatory fashion to drive hard bargains with 
other countries, while continuing to insist upoh the receipt of most
favoured-natioq. or "equitable" treatment from count-ries with which 
she had ,p.ot succeeded in negotiating specially favourable arrange
~enrs. The process of gaining these "victorias" in trade-bargaining, 
however, was o'bviou~ly not an easy nor an altogether pleasant one; 
to the outsider it seems clear from the record that resentments were 
accumulating al1d that def~nsive and retaliatory measur~s were gen
erating which would before long have resulted in serious controversy. 
For Gre;Jt Britain 'also, as a trade-bargainer with otlier ·countries, 
there was the special complication that the Dominions regarded pref
erential access to the British market as a birthright, were not wholly 
satisfied by the !?referential treatment they were given unde.,r the 
Ottawa agreements, and looked with an especially jealous eye at any 
concessions which Great Britain granted to non-British exporters of 
agricultural products. . 

The United States, while she has resorted to some extent to the use 
of i~port quotas, has on the whole taken the position that they are 
undesirable as a permanent institution and that when emerg:ncy con
ditions or special circumstances make it expedient or unavoidable to 
resort to them they should be administered in as non-discriminatory a 
fashion as possible.1 The unfavourable bargaining position of the 

1 A statement of "Policy of the United States Concerning Generalization of Tariff 
Concessions " issued by the Department of State on April I, 1935, contained the fol
lowing refe;ence to import quotas: "With respect to quantitative restrictions, what 
is meant by non-discriminatory treatment, although somewhat less obvious and sub-

. iect to different interpretations, can be defined with a fair degree of precision. While 
.the undesirability of quotas is generally agreed to, it is necessary, as long as they are 
in use, to define the term 'nondiscriminatory treatment' as applied to them. If quotas 
can b" reconttiled with nondi:oc:riminatory treatment, this term must be defined as 
meaning the allotment to any foreign country of a share of the total quantity of any 
article permitted to be imported, equivalent to ~e prop~rtion of tb:e total importat!on 
of the article which that foreign country supphed dunng a prev1ous repr&entatlve 
period. By 'representative period' is meant a series of years during which trade in 
the particular article under consideration was free from restrictive ~easures of a 
discriminatory character and was not affected by unusual circumstances such as, for 
example, a crop failure in the case of an agricultural product. The term 'represen-
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· United States was no doubt a major factor-as it has been since 1922, 
when she first adoptM the policy of equality of treatment in trade 
matters~in explaining her opposition to discriminatory trade bar
riers. In hade negotiations wit'h otl1P.r countries, she ha~ ~ought to pro
tect herself against unfavourable quotas by obtainiJ1g piedges iliat'no 
quotas be imposed or iliat no setret quotas be imposed or that if 
quotas have been gran'i:ed to third _countries there be allotted as quotas 
to imports fr"lm. the United States of similar commodities percentages 
of ilie total imports of these commodities no smaller ilian th~ percent
ages which imports of these commodities from the United States w.e.~e 
of total imports in some previous "representative period." When the 
United States has received in trade agreeFlents promises of specific 
quotas, presumably at her request, iliese quotas have' as a rule been 
based on the "representative period" formula. B~t fn some instances 
ilie United S,tates has received quotas on a basis which it ~ould be 
either physically impossible or impossible without raising the global 
o,uota to apply uniformly to all other countries, and which must there
fore be regarded as preferential quotas. 

It ean be said for ilie "representative period" formula that it comes 
closer to a generally applicable formula which would prevent delib
erate discriminatory treatment in the allotment of quotas by countries 
than any other formula which has so far been used or suggested. The 
formula, however, is far from an ideal one, and it has serious defects 
both from a theoretical-and from a practical point of view. 

The cr.ief difficulty is with respect to the ambiguity of ilie formula. 
As has already been indicated above, the "representative period" 
has been defined by ·the Pepartment of State as "a series of years 
during which tr.ade in the particular article under consideration was 
free from restrictive measures of a discriminatory character, and was 
not affected by unusual circumstances such as, for example, a crop 
failure in ilie case of an agricultural product." In the United States
Peru trade agreement of May 7, 1942, the pledge of allotment of · 

· quotas on the "representative period" basis is qualified by the words, 
"ac.count being taken in so far as practicable of any spe~ial fa,ctors 
wh1ch may have affected or may be affecting the trade in iliat article." 
It is obviously impossible to determine a "representative period" so 
defined or ~o qualified in any wholly objective and precise way, and 

tative'. is thus . flexible eno~gh to take into account all circumstances affecting the 
trade m any g1ven commodity with any particular country." 
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the ~oice. o.f what is .to be taken as a""represeytative period" will in' 
practtce gtve substanttalleeway to the first negotiators. In the Amer
ican procedur~, the det~r~ination of tpe "representative p~iiod" is a 
matter of se_cret. negottahon be&ween the ~wo parties. While there 
is• official public notice later of the quotas received by the United 
States, there is as a rule no explan1l.tion of how the determination was 
made. If, as is probably the case, 3nd as woutd be reasonable where 
selection of th; "representative" period is made ~ ma'tt~ for bilateral 
negotiatK>n, different "repres<;ntative periods" are used for different 
GQlll'itries, late-comers in the process of negotiation and countries not 
engaging in trade-b~rgaining would be liable to find that previous 
percentage allotments of the total imports left little or no residual 
available for tl\em, the "representative periods" for the early bargain
ers having been ~o ~etermined as to absorb all or part of the previous 
shares of, the late-comers in the trade of the quota-gra~tting country. 
Since gross discriminations in the allotment of quotas are more likely 
to result from bilateral negotiations than to be established autono
mously by the importing country, it would probably conduce to a more 
objective selection of the "representative" period if this were· fixed 
in each instan~e by autonomous action of the importing country and 
were made uniform for all countries. 

There is also the basic objection to the "representative period" basis 
for allocation of quotas that in a time of marked disturbance in price 
structures and in conditions of trade and production, no previous 
period may supply even a tolerable, let alone an ideal, basis f~r present 
allocation of imports; and that original allocations, whatever their 
basis, are liable to grow more and more arbitrary and out-of-line with 
the competitive position of the different countries with the passage 
of time. Either therefore there is a freezing of an obsolete status, or 
there must be periodic renegotiation of the choice of period to be taken 
as representative, with repeated opportunity for deliberate but dis-

, guised discrimination as between different countries. 
There are other defects, probably not of minor importance and not 

readi~y susceptible of cocrection, in the allocation of quotas ?n the 
"representative period" basis. Such allocation calls for the ex1stence 
of commercial statistics of a greater degree of detail and at!curacy, 
particularly as to classification of commodities and differ;ntiation of 
country of ultimate from country of immediate origin, than are gen
erally available. The lack of consistency in these respects between 
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the commercial statistics of (Jifferent countries provides abundant 
opportunity for interbational controversy and for concealed discrim
ination. Any system of allocation of import quotas by countries, 
moreov;r, imposes upo'l an ·impcv:ting country, 1:• 'tJ:te burden of 
determining the real origin of all imports subject. to quota if it isTto 
protect country B from having seme of its qu?ta stolen from it by 
country C, through sliipment of part of its exports to A via B. As in 
the case of fl'e~ererttial duties, rigorous protection o£ the allocation 
of quotas would call also for prescrib~d percentages of tht~, value of 
specific imports from ·a particular country which must represent 
"value added in manufacture in that country" or its equivalentto 
make those specific imports eligible under, that country's quota. En
forcement of such provisions is an onerous admini:ltrative burden 
and involves serious damage to entrepot and "fit?-is'hing" trades, but 
failure to en?,ct or enforce them can undermine the whole .a,llocation 
process and make its chief result the subsidization by the consumer in 
·;:he importing country of the use "Of roundabout and expensive trade 
routes. 

G • 

Whatever its defects, however, it must be concedecl to the "repre-
sentative period" formula that it is likely to be in practice a substan
tial barrier to gross and deliberate discrimination in the allotment of 
quotas, and that it is in this respect superior to any other f<.'rmula or 
practice in the allocation of quotas except' the method of sale of import 
permits to the highest bidder1 or the use of "indirect quotas" without 
specific allocation by countries. The defects of the formula, moreover, 
could be appreciably lessened if the· following rules, or something 
approximating them, could be made standard practice : 

(a) there should be no secret quotas; 
(b) the basis upon which quotas have been allocated should be 

made public at the same time as the quotas are announced; 
(c) the allotment of quotas as between countries should be retained 

as a governmental function and should not be delegated or be 

~ There !s prev:"lent a strong prejudice against su~ a procedure, a:d the United 
KmgdOII!, m particular, has sought pledges that import licenses should not be trans
ferable. From ~e .point of view of the exporting .country this procedure may be 
regarded as ~b}ectlonable b_ecau~e it provides the most effective guarantee possible 
that any ma1g10 of domestic pr1ce over foreign price will accrue to the importing 
country r~ther t~an to the exporters. It is not obvious what other objections can be 
made agamst th1s procedure. . 
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permitted to be exercised by any non-official agency such as a 
cartel or trade association · ~ 

(d) :Whate~er basis ~s used .. in :not!?ent of quotas to ati~ country 
In ac<;,ord~nce With the representative period" formula should 
not be inhsrently incapable of extension to at least all the 
major foreign sources of gupply of the particular commodity 
involved; " 

(e) in tracJ& agreements count;ies should agree "!let only not to 
daiscriminate against each other in their own quotas but also 
not to seek preferential quotas in tliird countries 'for com
modities in which the other country also is interested as an 
exporter. 

Adherence t~ 1hese rules would still leave the way open for discrim
ination in effect as.between countries by such procedures as granting 
generou2-global quotas for commodities in which counny A was spe
cially interested and scant ones for commodities in which country B 
was particularly interested. But discrimination of this sort is equalfY 
possible in the ca~e of ordinary import duties even under full 9pera
tion of the mgst-favoured-nation principle, and no effective barrier 
against this type of discrimination seems to be available except 'the 
total removal of national trade barriers. If the quota system were 
practiseq only in conformity with these rules, it would not be open to 
the objections which can be made against the exchange-control sys
tem: that it facilitates deliberate discrimination between countries; 
that it favours bilateral as against multilateral trade; an 'd. that its 
practice by some countries exerts pressure on other countries to follow 
suit in self-defense. There would still, of course, remain economic 
grounds on which countries not themselves using import quotas could 
object against the substitution by other countries for ordinary import 
duties of import quotas of equal effectiveness as barriers to imports, 
of which the two following seem the most important: (a) because 
quotas are susceptible of and indeed call for more frequent change 
than do import duties, they involve greater uncertainty for export 
indultries rn other count~ies; and (b) the allotment of quotas on any 
historical basis operates to freeze an existing or a previous stq.ttiS quo 
and therefore operates to the special prejudice of countries with a 
growing capacity for or need for foreign trade by preventing eit~er 
the importing country or the exporting country, or both, from reapmg 
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the advantages, in the form o'f lower prices, or increased quantities, 
or both, of a decreas~ in production costs in the exporting country. , . ... ... 

IV. GOVERNM-ENTS A5 FOREIGN TRADERS 

TYPES OF GOVER~MENT TRADING 

Direct regulation ot' foreign trade by government is of course car
ried to .its ulmvst possible extent with respect to the transactions 
involved when the government is itself the trader and coiYiucts the 
trading operations through its own agencies. It, is in connection \v..it,h 
government trading, therefore, that the question of the possible pat
terns of trade relationship between countrles adhering to free-market 
processes, on the one hand, and countries resorting t6 direct regula
tion of trade, on the other hand, comes most shprply into focus, at 
least in princ,iple. There are different types and forms and,..different 
degrees of government trading, however, and some measure of differ
mtiation and classification is necessary as a preliminary to analysis. 

Government t~ading does not necessarily involve government 
monopoly, complete or partial; in any accepted sense of the term 
"monopoly." In the ordinary course of their activities ~II governments 
are purchasers of equipment, machinery, supplies, etc., some of which 
will normally be of foreign origin. Whenever governments purchase 
commodities of foreign origin, whether for their own consumption 
or for resale, we have instances of government trading in the import 
field. Forpresent purposes, moreover, it is not necessary that the con
cept of government trading in the import field require that the govern
ment itself be the actual "importer" in the narrow technical sense of 
the term: the origin of the goods bought by the government and not 
the location of the market where the government consummates its 
purchase transactions is the crucial test. We have complete govern
ment monopoly, however, only if the government is the exclusive pur
chaser of all of the commodity in question that is imported, and we 
have partial government monopoly, only if the government, while not 
the exclusive purchaser, is the purchaser of a substantia[ proportion 
of the Jmports.1 The monopoly may be designated· as general, com-

1 I!J. the te?uncal economic sense, for "partial monopoly" to exist the additional 
condtho.n has'to be m~t that the government purchases of the import commodity are 
a suffiCJ~ntly subs~ll.al p~oportion of the total available foreign supplies of that 
commodtty that varJahons m the amounts purchased by that government will exert 
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prehensive, or special, according as all 'imports, a substantial range of' 
. t 'If · J 1mpor s, or on Y a ew specific commodities· are under monopoly 
control. • 

• • • 
GovernmeQ.ts ~!so conduct trade as sellers-and exporters, chiefly in 

co'hnection with special export controls over commodities whose 
world supply comes in large part ~rom territory under their jurisdic
tion. Government export monopolies in some respects come logically 
within the sco!_ae of this memorandum. They wifl nefe1lheless not be 
dealt wi:il specifically here, P.rimarily because they have been com
n~y treated as a distinct problem and have been made the subject 
of an extensive literature. 

Private import or export monopolies, whether of the trust or the 
cartel form, wili also not be dealt with here even where these monopo
lies are sanctioned qr promoted by governments, and even where they 
are "legal monopolies" in the sense either that competition with them 
by other nationals is prohibited by law or, in the case of cartels, where 
the obligations of the members to act in a non-competitive manner are 
enforceable in the municipal courts. The line between government 
monopolies and private monopolies is often a shadowy one and gov
ernments some"times execute national monopolistic policies by means 
of quasi-private organizations. It is true also that in some important 
respects relevant for this memorandum regulation of foreign trade 
by national cartels or trusts raises issues for other countries substan
tially similar to those arising out of the direct regulation or the actual 
conduct of foreign trade by governments. But as it has been atstomary 
to treat the trust and cartel problem in relation to international trade 
as a separate problem, and as the subject has an extensive literature 
of its own, it will not be dealt with here. 

With the exception of the Soviet Union, where both import and 
export are conducted solely by State agencies, of the governments of 
belligerent countries during the fi~st world war and the present war, 
and of the governments of certain minor colonial areas, the purchases 
by governments ordinarily constitute but a small part of the aggre
gate !!1Urchases made wit:liin the area concerned, and only a small part 

• of this in turn consists ordinarily of foreign goods. In times of peace . 
at least, therefore, there has been with the sole exception of the Soviet 
Union no important modern instance where government purchases 

an appreciable influence on its price. In the remainder of this memorandum, this 
.wilt be assumed arbitrarily to be the case. 
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'bulked so large in th~ total purchases of foreign goods ":ithin a par
ticular country that the problem of general or of comprefiensive gov
ernment J~port monopoly has, arisen for other countr~es with which 
it had trade relations. But even v;hen no questio!l w;hatsoever of 
monopoly in either the legal or the economic sen'>e arises, the prtl
ciples which governments as purcl1asers follow with respect to for
eign commodities an; 6£ interest to other countries. There have been 
many instanc~s,"moreover, of special import monopol.\es both in the 
sense that import of specific commoditjes is legally restrictd to im
port by or on behalf of government agencies an4. in the sense tha~-th,e 
purchases of these commodities by governments are sufficiently im
portant to exercise an appreciable influence...on their prices in some or 
all export markets. · 

JRACTICES OF GOVERNMENTS AS TRADERS 

While no comprehensive survey of the practices of governments 
v11ith respect to purchases of foreign goods for their own use or for 
resale seems ever to have been made, it is well known that govern
ments rarely follow the rule of buying in the cheapest market without 
regard to any other consideration. In the first place, governments not 
only commonly make themselves subject .to or are by legislation made 
subject to the payment of the ordinary tariff duties on commodities 
purchased by or for them, but they frequently go beyond this as a 
matter of administrative practice, or, as in the United States, in 
accordanC.! with statutory requirements, and give to domestic sources 
of supply additional substantial preferences with respect to prices 
when necessary to put them beyond the reach of competition from 
supplies from foreign sources. The shift of economic activity from 
private to government auspices thus tends automatically to increase 
the barriers to foreign trade. · 

Secondly, in many countries there exist, for fiscal or sumptuary 
reasons, internal state monopolies of manufacture or of sale to con
sumers of particular commodities, such as tobacco, alcoholic liquors, 
salt, and matches.1 Where the commodities concerned, or tile maf~rials 

1 In th'! Rep~rt of the L~a~e ~f Nations Committee for the Study of the Problem 
of. Ra:w Maten~ls1 1937, 1t IS sa1d of these fiscal monopolies that : "Monopolies of 
th1s kmd fall ?VIthm th~ sphere of internal policy; and the Committee felt that it was 
not called upon to subJect them to any particular examination." Although the line 
betw~en matters which are wholly of domestic concern and matters which are of 
sufficient concern to other countries to be properly subject to international discussion 
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from which they are manufactured,• come wholly or largely from • 
abroad, the 'governments operating such mono~olies may be substan
tial enough purchasers in the markets of other countries, clt least for 
som: ?istinc;i'Ve grades or varietJes of sour~es of supply ot the com
mo.dtttes concerrle~, to be capable of exercising a "monopsonistic" or 
buyer's-monopoly effect on price, ;.e., to be able to buy on better terms 
than if under otherwise similar circumstan<!es the purchases were 
made by a nu~ber of merchants acting indepetfdentlycf each other, 
without~there necessarily being any offsetting economies or other 
~ntages for the sellers. Wli.ere such monof>olies are efficiently man
aged, it may be takett for granted that some attempt is made to exploit 
this possibility. · 

Third, where government and importer are identical, discrimina
tion between sources of supply, whether for political reasons, to use to 
maximum advantage the possibilities of monopsonistic buying, or as 
an item in trade-bargaining, is facilitated in several ways. The process 
of discrimination can readily be carried on administratively witho~t 
need of special legislation, without publicity, and with all the flexi
bility that there may be occasion to use. If the State monopoUes are 
set up as sepai'ate administrative units with substantial autonomy, and 
without close integration with the agencies in charge of political and 
commercial policy, this may in practice constitute a substantial barrier 
to the ti'Se of their operations for political or trade-bargaining pur
poses, but other countries can never be confident that such will be the 
case. • 

Because, therefore, governments tend to apply in their own pur
chases a greater preference for domestic over foreign sources of 
supply than they impose on private purchasers, because governments 
as purchasers are more frequently than private firms in a position to 
exert a monopsonistic influence on prices, and because when govern
ments are themselves the purchasers of the imported commodities 
they can more readily bring into play political or commercial-policy 
reasons for discrimination between different foreign sources of sup
ply than wjlen they must operate, if at all, onlY. through the regulation 
by t;riffs or other devices of the purchasing activities of private 

and negotiation is not easy to draw, and its location is ~ubje~ to cha?ge .. vith time, 
it is clear that the purchasing practices of fiscal monopohes wh1ch are 1mportant p~r
chasers of foreign commodities are legitimate subjects of concern to ~ther countnes 
and should not be withheld from international discussion merely on the ground that 
they are in some sense matters of "internal policy." 
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'traders, for all of these reasons the operations by governments as 
purchasers of foreigf. goods, when they are substantial 'in scale, are 
properly ;~: matter of special concern to other countries which are 
exporters of the commoQities 'in ql.l,fstion. · • 

Both in the case of ordinary government purch~ses and in the ~a:oe 
of the purchases of special goverJJ~ment monopolies, bargaining by 
exporting countries toc.Jbtain specially favourable treatment for their 
products appe.<Lrlil to ~e infrequent; although it is know!.l that arrange
ments of this sort made in connection with the negotiation .. pf com
prehensive bilateral trade agreements have sometimes been left Ol!it.g_f 
the texts of the agreements as published. At lt:ast a few instances, 
however, of preferential arrangements with respect to government 
purchases are a matter of public record. During the ~920's, France 
obtained in her commercial agreements with the northern European 
countries maintaining state monopolies of the sale of alcoholic bev
erages pledge~ that purchases of types of beverages which France 
Cj;!Uld supply would be made exclusively in France, and Portugal and 
Spain obtained "purclmse agreements" or guaranteed import quotas 
for tlreir wines from several of these countries. Irr 1933 the United 
Kingdom obtained from Norway a pledge as to the maximum prices 
at which British whiskey would be sold to consumers by the Nor
wegian state liquor monopoly. In the same year, as an "understand
ing" supplementary to the published trade agreement between the 
United Kingdom and Denmark, the latter country undertook that in 
the case co,£ purchases by the central government and also for pur
chases by municipal governments in so far as the central government 
could influence them the first offer of orders should be made to British 
firms; in the case of central government orders, British firms were to 
be given a preference of 10 per cent. In the commercial agreements 
between the United Kingdom-and the Soviet Union, the latter agreed 
to purchase British products and shipping services each year corre
sponding in value to stated percentages of the value in that year of 
British imports from the Soviet Union. In the annual series of com
mercial agreements between the United States and the So.viet Union 
beginning in 1935, the Soviet Union undertook to make as a mini~um 
specifieQ. aggregate purchases in the United States. Provisions of the 
kinds ill~st;ated a~ove are all either unqualifiedly preferential or are 

. at leas! mherently tncapable of complete generalization to all foreign 
countnes. 
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PLEDGES OF NON-DISCRIMINATION JN GOVERNMENT PURCHASES 

The gro~th in recent years of the importatlce of governments as 
importers has drawn attention to the question of whethe; jt is pos
sible for expphi!;Jg countries to obtain' guanmtees of non-discrimina
tat;r treatment fr9~ governments as purchasers corresponding in 
purpose •and ~ffect1ve11ess to tile most-favoured-nation-treatment 
pledg~ with respect to trad~ carri~d on unde~ ~rivate auspices. The 
questiOn was lJlade the subject of formal internationa~ discussion in 
1931 in~eneva before the ~eague of Nations Commission of En; 
~for European Union. The representatiVes of the Soviet Union 
on this CommissioJ proposed unsuccessfully the adoption by the 
participating countries of .a draft protocol of "economic non-aggres
sion." The signatories to this protocol were to "undertake to forego 
any discrimination~whatever, and to regard as incompatible with the 
principle§ of the present Protocol the adoption and application in their 
respective countries of a special system directed against one or more 
of the countries signing the present Protocol or not applicable to all 
other countries." The occasion for the proposal was the fact that 
many countries at this time of severe depression were showing s'erious 
concern about the alleged menace of Soviet "dumping" and some 
countries had applied or were contemplating the application of special 
restrictive measures on imports from the Soviet Union on the ground 
that as a state monopoly of foreign trade it was practicing "dump
ing" and that the alleged absence in the Soviet Union of any necessity 
for taking "costs of production" in the private enterprise s\!Ilse of the 
term into account in determining the prices at which export sales 
could advantageously be transacted made the sit~ation of importing 
countries vis-a-vis imports from the Soviet Union different from 
their situation vis-a-vis other exporting countries in which export 
trade was in private· hands. The question of Soviet "dumping," which 
falls outside the scope of this memorandum, was the main issue in the 
discussion which followed the presentation of the Soviet proposal, 
but the discussion is nevertheless relevant here because the question 
of tire pos&'ibility of obta'ining effective guarantees of non-discrimina
tion from countries which conduct their import trade as a state 
monopoly was there raised. In proposing a pledge of "non-dis~rimina
tion," the Soviet representatives made it clear that what 'they had in 
mind was not the equivalent of unconditional most-favoured-nation 
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'treatment but only the avoidanae of the application to a single country 
or to a small number d countries of specially unfavourable treatment 
solely becltUse of the political or economic systems followed by such 
country or countries. • .. ~ ' ' 

In reporting the unwillingness of the delegates. o'i some count~il,!s 
to approve the Soviet proposal, a eyecial sub-committee of the Com-
mission explained that~ · 

"it was poonted oitt, in particular, that the cons~uence of the 
existence of a foreign trade monop?ly in the Soviet Udon was 
that, notwithstanding•an undertaking entered into by the Sta~J;.Q 
apply equality of treatment to all the other coittracting parties, the 
same State acting as trader might, at lep.st in theory, infringe its 
undertaking without its being possible for the injured party to 
prove any discriminatory intention, since the d~trlinental situation 
of which such party would complain would be a natur.al conse
quence of the economic system in force." 

• The Soviet representatives, in reply to this argument, claimed, first, 
that the difference between the Soviet Union and other countries with 
respe~t to the possible intervention of the State in th~ ec.onomic sphere 
was not so great as might appear at first sight, given the pr~valence 
in other countries of import and export restrictions, excl1ange con
trols, government (special) monopolies, cartels, etc. Th~ Soviet 
Union moreover, they contended, could give a positive and effective 
guarantee of non-discrimination, i.e., of non-promulgation of laws 
prohibiting the purchase of goods in a particular country. They 
pointed out that in the Soviet Union purchases abroad were made, on 
the basis of a general plan prepared by the government, by state com
mercial organizations which "in the absence of special instructions, 
were to be guided solely by commercial principles, and would there
fore buy in the market which happened to be the most advantageous 
in each particular case." "It was true," said one of the Soviet repre
sentatives, "that the [proposed] pact does not bind the commercial 
organizations of capitalistic countries or of the Union never under 
any circumstances, to modify the amount of ~uch orders asth~y'have 
once decided to place. But variations in these purchases after the 
signature of the pact will depend on purely commercial considerations 
and will tak:!.into account the circumstances of each particular trans
action." 
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The discussion at the 1931 Confe.rence thus turned only on the• 
question wllether effective guarantees could bo obtained through in
ternational agreement against discriminatory treatment by a state 
trade monopoiy. There does not seem 'to be much doubt that, if good 
f~U:h is not to l:ie ,taken wholly for granted, it would under readily 
imaginable circumstances be easil',.r for a state monopoly to violate a 
pledge of non-discrimination without the oountries discriminated 
against being in a position to demonstrate the e»istell.ce.of such viola
tion, or io bec!ome aware or even suspicious of its existence, than if 
~ledge had been made by the government of a country whose 
foreign trade was wholly in private hands and where government 
regulation of foreign trade was limited to the imposition of ordinary 
import duties . .!£ "discrim'\nation," moreover, is given its usual mean
ing with reference to trade barriers, or its meaning in economic usage 
with respect to monopolistic practices, it is evident that any agency 
having monopoly power would be acting in conformily with, rather 
than be departing from, "commercial principles" and would be buyi'lg 
"in the market which happened to be the most advantageous in each 
particular case" U it carried out skilfully the practice of "discriminat
ing monopsony," i.e., if instead of buying only in whatever market 
happened to have the lowest prices, as a competitive private trader 
would endeavor to do, it bought at higher prices in markets with elas
tic suppiies and lower prices in markets with inelastic supplies, and 
instead of endeavoring to equalize its purchase prices in different mar
kets it sought to equalize as between the different markets it,c; marginal 
expenditures per unit, or the net additional outlays for additional units 
of purchase after allowance for the effect of its purchases on prices. 
While adherence to "commercial principles," therefore, would pre
clude wanton discrimination and discrimination from prejudice or on 
political grounds, it would not preclude operation on ~e principle of 
discriminating monopoly. The discussion on both stdes, moreover, 
neglected to take into consideration the fact that the existence of a 
buyer's monopoly creates for exporting countries a. pro?Iem, though 
admitted!:!( a lesser one even if the monopoly exercises 1ts monopoly 
pow~r.on. a strictly no~~discriminating basis: .. 

From the point of view of other countnes, the proble~ artsmg 
from the shift of purchasing from competitive private auspices to 
government agencies would have receive.d a _wholly ~atislactor~ solu
tion only if the following points were sattsfactonly dealt wtth by 
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.international agreement: (I) ~isclosure of the extent of preference 
granted to domestic SQ-ppliers over foreign suppliers and Limitation of 
this prefe~;ence to the rates of import duties on similar commodities 
imported "under private auspic.es; ( 2) undertaldngs vot to operate 
"monopolistically" in the economic s'ense and especia!:l.y not to oper:,.~e 
on the principle of discriminating ~onopoly; (3)' underta~ings not 
to discriminate on political or other non-econumic grounds. Examina
tion of the provision~ of a non-pre'ierential nature relating to govern-

~ . ,. 
ment monopolies which have appeared in trade agreements }ndicate 
that no real progress ha~ as yet been made toward an adequate.S\l~~ 
tion of this problem. The obvious inadequacy for their purpose of 
these provisions suggests, in fact, that th~ problem is either inher
ently incapable of satisfactory solution or that the soluuon awaits the 
discovery of logical and practicable formulae in tpis" field. 

The commooal Convention between the United King~om.and the 
Soviet Union, 1930, contained the following provision: 

• "In concluding the present Agreement, the contracting parties 
are .animated by the intention to eliminate from their economic 
relations all forms of discrimination. They accordint;ly agree that, 
so far as relates to the treatment accorded by each party to the trade 
with the other, they will be guided in regard to the purchase and 
sale of goods, in regard to the employment of shipping,. and in 
regard to all similar matters by commercial and financial consider
ations o,!lly. and, subject to such considerations, will adopt no 
legislative or administrative action of such a nature as to place 
the goods, shipping, trading organizations and tra,de in general of 
the other party in any respect in a position of inferiority as com
pared with the goods, shipping and trading organizations of any 
other foreign country." 

What has been said above should suffice to make it clear that a , 
pledge of this character would leave the pledgor free, without violat
ing the letter or the spirit of the pledge, not only to operate on 
monopolistic principles but to practise discrim;\nating monoj_)oly, pro
vided that the discrimination was not wanton or in pursuit of political 
or "econCmic warfare" objectives but was based solely on "commer
cial" considP.rations. Presumably also "financial" considerations 
would justify arrangements on a strictly bilateral basis, under which 
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countries which were large purchasers.would receive·more favourable , 
treatment o~ their exports. 
• The C~mmercial Agreement of February ;6, 1934, b&tween the 
Unit~? ~mgd~m ~nd. the Soviet !Jnion con~ained a reciprot!al pledge 
tlw-! ~1thou\ preJ~dtce to any other provisions of this Agreement 
accordmg more favourable treat~ent" the products of each country 
should enjoy in the other "all the facilities. rights and privileges 
which are at present or may be hereafter accyrded to the natural 
produce and n1anufactures of any other foreign co~nt~y, in all that 
relat,e~ tJ the prohibition and •the restriction .of imports and exports, 
cuSfo"ms duties and aharges, transport, warehousing, drawbacks and 
excise." While the specific term is not used, this is a routine most
favoured-nati~-treatment pledge. It is scarcely conceivable that 
either signatory iNOUld claim, or concede, that the operation in foreign 
trade of a state m~nopoly in accordance with the principle of mo
nopoly pricing, whether in its non-discriminating or its tliscriminating 
form, would be in violation of this pledge. 

A statement of "Policy of the United States Concerning Generafl
zation of Tariff .Concessions" issued by the State Departmt>,nt on 
April I, I93SI'contained the following reference to monopoly: 

"If a country establishes or maintains a government monopoly for 
the importation or sale of a particular commodity or grants exclusive 
privileges to one or more agencies to import or sell a particular com
modity, the Government of the United States believes that such 
monopoly or agency should not discriminate against Ametican com
merce but that it should accord American suppliers a fair and equitable 
share of the market as nearly as may be determined by considerations 
of price, quality, etc., such as would influence a private commercial 

enterprise." 
Most of the trade agreements entered into by the United States 

since 1934 contain provisions relating to monopoly which follow 
, closely this statement of policy. The following provisions have been 

used, singly or in combination: 
"''In a~arding contt'acts for public work~ and in purchasing no.n

military supplies, the Government of netther country ~hall dis
criminate against the other country in favour of any thtrd coun-
try." • . . 

"In the event that [either Government] establishes or mamtams 
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an official monopoly or cenp-alized agency for the importation of 
or trade in a partic,1.1lar commodity the Government establishing or 
maintai.ning such monopoly or centralized agency will give sym
pathetrc consideration to all .representations that the,other Govern
ment may make with respect to lflleged discriminations against ~ts 
commerce in connection with pq,rchases by sucfi monopo!J or cen
tralized agency." r 

"In the event that [either Gcrvernment] establishes or maintains 
a monopoly for the importation, production or sale Uf an article or 
grants exclusive privjleges, formally or in effect, to onrf or. wore 
agencies to import, produce or sell an article; the Governme~f 
the country establishing or maintaining such monopoly, or grant
ing such monopoly privileges, shall, in ~spect of tqe foreign pur
chases of such monopoly or agency, accord the ~mmerce of the 
other country fair and equitable treatment. In•making its foreign 
purchases ot any article such monopoly or agency shall 'lDithin the 
quantitative limitations permitted by other provisions of this Agree-

• ment, be influenced solely by competitive considerations, such as 
pric;e, quality, marketability, and terms of sale."';. 

"In case of a Government monopoly for importrproduction or 
sale ... the Government ... agrees that in respect of the foreign 
purchases of such monopoly or agency the commerce of the other 
country shall receive fair and equitable treatment. 

"To this end it is agreed that in making its foreign purchases of 
any product such monopoly or agency will be influenced solely by 
those c';,nsiderations, such as price, quality, marketability, and 
terms of sale, which would ordinarily be taken into account by a 
private commercial enterprise interested solely in purchasing such 
product on the most favourable terms." 

These are vague pledges, and, waiving all questions of good faith, 
it is doubtful that they have much significance. With one possible 
exception, pledges of this sort would not impose any obligation on 

1 The words placed in italics by me refer to what for present pur)1oses must be 
~egarded as provisions for "preferential" treatment inOuded in the agreement? This 
illu~trates t!te difficulty of fitting relations with countries which directly regulate 
!l'e•r trade;.. mto ~ non-discriminatory pattern. It is interesting to compare the phras
mg here used With the phrasing used in the United Kingdom-Soviet Union Agree
ment of Feb. A6, 1934, to deal with a similar situation, where the pledge of equal 
treatment was granted by the Soviet Union "without prejudice to any other provisions 
of this Agreement according more favourable treatment." (See supra, p. 79.) · 
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a signatory to re.frain from tercising what monopoly power it 
had to .influenr.e pr~ces, even in discriminating-mojtopoly fashion, pro
vided 1t confined 1ts. use of such power to the maximization of its 
economic gain. It ·may be that the use in <me of the provisions~ of the 

. phr~e "influerice.d-s~lely by competitive consrderations" was under
. stoocfby th~ parties to the agreemeqt containing this pledge to mean 
that any state monopoly was thereby obligated,. as far as purchases 
from the other country was concerned, to refrain from operating 
"monopolistically,'' i.e., that in deciding what purch~s;s it should 
make it wi.s obligated to refrain from taking jnto consideration the 

~effti:rc>"f any variation.in its rate of purchase of the products of the 
other country on the prices it would have to pay for the products of 
this country (a~ perhaps also for the products of third countries). 

Once there is m9nopoly power, however, there does not seem to be 
available any general formula, capable of practical application and not 
somewhat lirbitrary, which would restrain the use of tha'\: power for 

· economic advantage. When monopoly power is present, its use tends 
to some extent to be a,utomatic and undeliberate. The existence of the 
power, even without conscious will to exploit it, is sufficient to yield 
some monopolistic fruits. Even if an agency with some degree of 
monopoly power were willing to subject itself to a self-denying 
ordinance, it would probably encounter great difficulty in drafting 
such an or4inance and in applying it to its operations. By deciding to 
buy at uniform prices regardless of the source of supply of its pur
chases, it could keep itself from practising discriminating m~nopoly. 
But unlike a private competitive buyer, it could not prevent the size 
of its purchases from influencing the price it had to pay, and it could 
not very well be expected to refrain from being influenced in the 
determinatio11 of the volume of its purchases by the effect on the price 
of the scale of its purchases. In technical language, a non-discriminat
ing monopoly would set its purchases at the point where its marginal 
demand for the com~odity corresponds to the margitzal expenditure 
on it, all purchases being assumed to be made at the same price. A 
competitive purchaser, on !;he other hand, would set his purchases at 
the point (representing, other things equal, a greater volume of pur
chases) where his marginal demand for the commodity corresJ>onds 
to its price, or to his average expenditure thereon. Moreov~, even if 

1 See .mpra, p. So. 
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a state monopoiy were abler to determine the point of equivalence 
between its margim\l demand and price, it seems clear> that no other 
government would be in a position to demonstrate that it had "i"e
stricteCi its purchases to a volume short of ·that p(l\int even though 
such should in fact be the case. " · " ' .-!" 

The most that an exporting cquntry could do by agree01ent with a 
monopolistically-tracting country to protect: itself against injury from 
the latter's ,mpnop-3listic practices would seem to b~.either to obtain 
pledges that the latter would not use its monopoly' pow~r for non
economic purposes, would not practice discriminating monop.~, and 
would not give domestic suppliers more prefe:;:ence than was eqiilva-• 
lent to the existing tariff rates (or some other specified rates), or else 
to make an ad hoc agreement with the 1atter as to.specific amounts 
and terms of trade. The ad hoc agreement method,fthowever, means in 
effect that monopoly is being met by monopoly,oand that the bargain
ing is on th~ basis of duopoly, or bilateral monopoly, Of tfie economic 
mode of operation of duopoly as between governments little more can 

.. be said in general terms beyond that, by remo,;ng major trade deci
sioRS from the market place to government offices, it tends to lead to 
bilateralism in trade and to the easy injection of pc;litical considera
tions, and that in theory, assuming that resort to genuinely competi
tive trading under private auspices was a practicable alternative, 
mutual abandonment of monopoly practices would produce economi
cally superior results for the two countries combined and would in 
most C¥es produce economically superior results for each of the 
countries concerned. If on the other hand the two countries failed to 
reach a mutually acceptable agreement and each country retaliated 
against the monopolistic practices of the other iti a fighting spirit, 
the economic damage to the two countries would be at a maximum. 

It should be made clear, however, that if the mechanisms of the 
competitive market have broken down or are working badly, if 1:\te 
mar~ets are pervaded by private monopoly, if private trade would be 
subjected to high tariff barriers which state monopolies can evade if 
they. ":ish! the practice o.f .bilateral govern,!llent monopoJy ma;y prove 
less mJurtous to the parbctpants than would passive adaptation to the 
badly;;operating, monopoly-ridden, tariff-bound processes of the mar
ket place. With respect to government trade monopolies, as with 
respec! to exchange controls and the quota system, the case against 
them 1s strong only on the assumption that there is available as an 
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alternative a sm?otl~ly-wor~ing ~ompetit~ve market process, not sub
jec~ to substa~t1al 1~terference by private monopolies and not re
stn&ted by tanff barriers more oppressive to trade and more <.\iscrim
inatory than the .government mono~olies,themselves. 

• V. CONCL"QSIONS 

Before 1914 international trade re!ations were conducted for the 
most part in a fa,'.Ourable setting as compared to th~ situat1on during 
the inter-war period. An. intern,ational metallic standard prevailed 
~nd t~~tability of excjtange rates could be taken for granted. In
ternational credit facilities, short- and long-term, under private 
auspices, were abundant. Trade barriers, although high as compared 
to earlier levels, we~e low as compared to those which were to prevail 
after the First World,War and there was almost universal practice 
of equality cf treatment of foreign countries in tariff mcltters. Bar
t:iers to foreign trade other than ordinary import duties were few and 

. of little importance an,d there was no comprehensive recourse in any ' 
country to direct reg.!llation by government of foreign trade. • 

During the Fi.J;st World War, most of these characteristics of 
international trade relations either were eliminated by the natural 
consequences of military operations on a world-wide scale or were 
deliberately ,abolished by governments for military reasons. But a 
widespread and rapid process of restoration of the pre-1914 institu
tions and mechanisms began soon after the Armistice. By 1929, an 
international gold standard was again in operation, exchange rates 
were stable, trade barriers were again confined for the most part to 
ordinary import duties applied equally to imports from all foreign 
countries, and long- and short-term capital was moving between 
countries in unprecedented quantities. 

The underlying situation nevertheless was an unhealthy one. 
Some countries had returned to the gold standard at old paritie&..no 
longer appropriate to their existing trade status and their internal 
price structure and without adequate reserves in gold or in foreign
exchang~ assets. Internation~l credit was provided to a larger extent 
than before 1914 on a short-time basis, although used .at lea~t as 
largely as before 1914 for long-term purposes. Recollections of ex
treme price-inflations and exchange-depreciations made inveslors and 
banks more sensitive to signs of monetary pressure than they had 
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been before 1914, with the r"!sult that much of the international lend
ing was liable to sooden cessation or withdrawal uponot:he appearance 
of any '3ymptoms of impending difficulties. The German reparat:(ms 
obligations and the inter-Allied loans constituted·. large blocks of (" c (' . 
international debit obligations which were rigi$1 fmd unrespon~j,.,e to 
changes in the basic trade or financial position of the debtor coun
tries. The United ~ates, which was now 'the predominant source of 
internation'li.cred~t, was an inexperienced lender. Many of its loans 

C• ' 
had been made for purposes not adapted to creating th~. means for 
servicing the debts and at rates of interest burdensome to the4e.2!ors. 
Tariff levels were higher than ever before,~ and over-extension of 
cereal production had reduced the prices of grains in the world 
market to levels unremunerative for. tlie grain-exporting countries. 
Increased rigidities in price and cost structures, r€sulting from social 
security pr9grammes, from the growth of collective bar~aining, and 
from the extension of monopolistic organization of private business 

. under governmental sanction or tolerance, had lessened the adapta
bility of the national economies of the industrlal countries to down
wa'td price-changes in world markets and to il'lternational balance-
of-payment pressures. <> 

With the onset of the great depression, the fundamental weaknesses 
in the world economic structure quickly became apparent. Interna
tional credit facilities dried up. Exports fell drastically •in physical 
quantity and, with respect to raw materials and foodstuffs, also in 
unit pr:ces. Pressure on the exchange-values of the gold standard 
currencies became widespread, and defaults on international debts 
began to occur. Unemployment in the industrial countries reached 
unprecedented levels. 

In the absence of effective concerted action to deal with the prob
lem, each country sought to protect its national economy against 
fut!~er accentuation of the depression by whatever methods and de
vices were available, without regard to their impact on other countries 
or on the world economy as a whole. Some countries left the gold 
standard and allowed their currencies ·to•depreciate. 0\:'her cuuntries 
clun&' to the gold standard but increased their tariff barriers against 
imports and introduced import quotas to relieve the pressure on their 
currencits and to check the deflation under way in their internal 
markets. Many countries established exchange controls both to pro-
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teet t e1r currencieS an as means of res,tricting imports more effec-
tively. ., ~ 

Many of the new measures adopted consisted of or involved the 
direct regulati~~ S>f foreign trade. G;rmasty, in particular, estafJlished 
a co~rehens1ve sy3tem of· exchange-control and made drastic use 
of it as a ~rade-bargaining instrum,ent, to facilitate her economic 
preparation for war, and as an instrument of political and economic 
aggression against other countries. Most countrie~ haq a,dopted the 
new measu~es on1y as emergency measures, or as a defence against 
the s~ij.ar mealiures of other countries. But ali they became accus
tomed to the new m~asnres and as the prospect of their early aban
donment by other countries became less-and-less promising, there 
was a widesprea<i. trend toward regarding them as more-or-less 
permanent. The gc..'thering war-clouds resulted in their further ex
tension and intensificAtion. When war broke out, the restrictions 
on world trade were greater in degree, and more discriminatory in 
form, than in any previous year since 1919. Wartime conditions have . . ' 
led to still further in~ensification of the direct controls of foreign 
trade and to their spread over the entire world. 

There may be, "from the national point of view, a case for national 
resort to direct foreign trade controls under conditions of world-wide 
depression, of overvalued and unstable currencies, of collapse of in
ternational credit facilities, of imminent threat of war, of the preva
lence of similar controls in many other countries, and of absence of 
any promise of effective concerted action on the part of th~ major 
trading countries to obtain relief from these evils. But these direct 
controls are in general injurious to world prosperity and are barriers 
to international economic collaboration and to international harmony. 
Their substantial elimination is a prerequisite for the attainment of a 
peaceful and prosperous world. 

The three major types of direct governmental regulation of foreign 
trade are : exchange controls applied to commercial transactions ;im
port quota systems; and government monopolies of foreign trade. 
(A clo!.'ely-re1ated type no~ dealt with in this memorandum is the 
regulation of foreign trade by governmentally-sponsored or toler-
ated cartels" of private business membership.) • 

Against all three of these, though in different degrees, th~ charges 

can be made that: 
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(I) They tie up diplo1.11acy cl~sely with the detailed conduct 
of foreign trade..and thus promote international controversy and 
facilitate the harmful injection of political and military consilf-
erafions into trade ,relations ; • ' , 

( 2) They lend themselves more effectively than ordinary jon
port duties to the application ~Af monopolistic methods to foreign 
trade, to the economic injury of the world as a whole; 

(3) T.h~:y promote bilateralism in foreign tr~de, at the cost 
partly of economically-superior multilateral trade and,Qartly of 
the suppression of, profitable foreign trade; ~. 

(4) They lend themselves to discrimina•ory treatment o~ the 
trade of different countries for economic or political purposes; 

(S) They promote, or even require for their> execution, the 
development of internal monopolies and the restriction of the 
field for .Private enterprise, and especially small-scale epterprise; 

(6) By placing other countries riot following similar prac
tices in a position of relative disadvantage in trade-bargaining, 
once established in some countries they tend to spread to other 
!i.ountries. 

" Some attempts were made during the 1930's to check the growth 
of these methods, but they proved almost wholly ineffective. Most 
of the countries which did not welcome the new trends l}evertheless 
felt tltemselves compelled to adopt some of them in self-defense. The 
attempt of the United States to· check their growth by means of the 
Hull Tiade Agreements Programme, under which concessions were 
made from the ordinary American tariff rates in return for, among 
other things, pledges to moderate existing direct controls or not to 
introduce new ones, or to administer them in such fashion as not to 
involve discrimination against American export trade, had only a very 
minor degree of success in obtaining a general amelioration eitlter of 
the ~tent or of the discriminatory and restrictive character of the 
d_irect controls. Endeavours under League of Nations and other in
ternational auspices to obtain multilateral consideration of the situa
tion with a view to finding a multinatiom::{ solution canie to flothing. 

Hope for better results from future attempts to obtain reform in 
this lleld must depend in part on the attainment, through provisions 
for colle::tive security, of a reasonable expectation ·of a peaceful 
world and therefore on the lessening of the importance of military 
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and political considerations in Ae determination of national trade 
policies. It. mu_:>t d:pend ~lso on r~duction of the.1levels of ordinary 
imp;,rt duties m h1gh tanff countnes, on the attainment of substan
tial stabilization of currencies, on the establishment of procedu?es for 
conc~ted act!~n to •d;al with the problem of • mass unemployment, 
and on prov1s1on of reasonable faf,ilities for international credit 

1 • ' short- and ong-term. • 
Given assurance that the other measures necessaYy if.th,e post-war 

world is to ,pave good prospects of being a peaceful and prosperous 
worl.d.,li!'.Ul be taken, it is probable that some countries will be willing 
on their own initiative• or by bilateral or other forms of interna
tional agreement to abolish outright most if not all of the measures of 
direct regulation •Of foreign' trade which they adopted during the 
Great Depression Or during the war period. Other countries, how
ever, appear~ to be too strongly committed to direct re~ulation of 
foreign trade, either for its own sake or as a corollary of their prac
tice of direct regulation of their national economies as a whole, to 
justify any expectati011 that it will be possible to obtain anything like 
universal abandonml!nt of direct foreign trade controls. It see:ms 
advisable, therefore, while aiming at as much movement in this 
direction as possible, to give consideration in advance to the pro
cedures which may at the same time lead to the maximum possible 
degree of aoolition of such direct controls and establish for countries 
not practising such controls on a substantial scale the most satis
factory basis attainable for their trade relations with each otaer and 
with countries which continue to subject their foreign trade to rigor
ous direct controls. 

The grosser abuses and evils of direct regulation of foreign trade 
are, in theory at least, susceptible of elimination or of reduction to 
minor proportions without requiring total abolition of such controls. 
In the relations between countries which are anxious to return to 
multilateralism and to the conduct of foreign trade subject prim";lrily 
to the regulation of free market forces, substantial progress in this 
directio:ot shonld be feasibb by means of bilateral negotiation, pro
vided leadership in such negotiation is not left to a single major.trad
ing country. From past experience with bilateral negotiation, it seems 
clear, however, that·there will be no ground for expecting st!bstantial 
and rapid progress unless : 
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( I) Greater success than has as yet been shown will be at-
tained in formulating and obtaining acceptance of unambiguous, 
rational, and readily enforceable criteria for determining rile 
absence or presenc«; of dP5criii]ination and of the'i!legitimate use 
of monopoly power in trade relations~ ~ ~ ~ 

( 2) The participating cotP.ltries in their bilateral negotiations 
will give consideration not ?nly to protection of their own ex
port trade.fror.\ discrimination or from monopoJy pressures but 
also to the need for refraining from pressing for or s;ven from 
accepting concessions which invofve discriminatioP.. agains.t.:i!l13o- • 
cent third countries; and " 

(3) There emerges from the bilat~ral negotiations a common 
pattern of policy with respect to relations with tout1tries which 
continue to adhere to rigorous direct controls~ of their foreign 

trade. • 

There is scepticism in some quarters as to whether much progress 
can reasonably be expected from the method nf bilateral negotiation 
alene in dealing with these aspects of the problem, This scepticism may 
be warranted. In any case, there would be much pmore ground for 
optimism if there could 'be reasonable hope that the countries at all 
inclined toward the elimination or substantial reduction of direct 
controls of foreign trade could be persuaded to attempt to deal with 
the problem through a multilateral conference. It would be an appro
priate objective of such a conference to obtain a multilateral agree
ment binding the participating countries : 

(I) To move toward elimination of direct controls on a 
mutually-agreed time-schedule; 

( 2) To define the practices which would not be permissible in 
the trade relations between participating countries; 
~ (3) To formulate the procedures to be followed in common. 
in ·trade relations with non-participating countries adhering to 
direct controls; and ., ~ , 

(4) To participate in the setting-up of a continulng interna
tional agency, to which questions of violation of the convention, 
of neooed revision of its terms, and of admission of new coun
tries could be referred. 
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It is conceivable that the sense of mut'llal advantage from adher

enc\ to the provisions of the international converltion would suffice 
to secure the continuance of the agreement and conscientious .. r.,xecu
tion of its terms, 1t ¥-'o~ld ~?.e a wise?prec~ution~ nevertheless, to pro
vide Blat adherence tCJ' the convention should bring with it valuable 
privileges confined to the adhering c3untries and,that serious depar
ture from its terms, if proclaimed by"the internatiqnal agency to be 
aggressive or ob1erwise objectionable in character, ;h~uld bring 
costlymn.altl.es tp participating ol" non-participal;ing countries. There 
follow some suggestions> as to possible privileges and penalties which 
might be provided for. · 

The conventioi? should pr~vide that every signatory country re
linquish any claims•on other signatory countries which it may have 
under existing treaties or agreements for most-favoured-n<j.tion treat
ment from other signatory countries, but without obtaining freedom 

. from the obligation to .,grant such treatment itself, upon a finding by 
the international supervisory agency that it had resorted to any prac
tice or practices i;~. v"iolation of the convention and of sufficient i~
portance to warrant such penalty. 

The conv~ntion should further require all signatory countries to 
terminate at the earliest possible moment consistent with the terms 
of the relevant treaties any outstanding obligations they may have 
to grant most-favoured-nation treatment to non-signatory c~ntries 
and to refrain from establishing new obligations to grant most
favoured-nation treatment to such countries.1 

1 Such provisions would be similar in principle to, but would go further than, 
some proposals made in recent years for exempting the concessions exchanged in 
multilateral agreements of a "liberalizing" character from any obligations of ex
tension to non-participating countries under most-favoured-nation agreements. Cf.: 
the Resolution presented by Secretary of State Hull to the Montevideo Conference 
of 1933 and adopted by it: "Art. I, The High Contracting Parties, with res~ to 
their relations with one another, will not, except as provided in Art. 2 her~o~, invoke 
the obligations of the most-favoured-nation clause for the purpose of obtammg from 
Parties t~ multil;lteral conventions of the type hereinafter stated, the advantages 
or benefits enjoyed by the PartiC: thereto. . • • • 

The multilateral economic conventions contemplated m thts article are those whtcb 
are of general applicability, which include a trade ar~ of s~bstanti~l size,ewhicb 
have as their objective the liberalization and promotion of mternahonal trade Ol 

other international economic intercourse, and which are open to adopSon by all 
countries." 

Cf. also, the discussion as to the desirability of a provision of this character it 
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The convention should inipose on' the signatory countrie!! the obli
gation not to seek f.com non-signatory countries, and perhaps even not 
to ace,ept, any preferential privileges which would operate to.Pthe · 
disadvantage of other., sigmitory .countries and w"hich. were of a kind 
which signatory countries would not be free to.grant under the-7erms 
of the convention. In case any cvuntry ma,.kes use of d~reet regulation 
of foreign trade as i means of <tiscrimination between other countries, 
to exploit li monopoly position as buyer or seller, OJ:, as an instrument 
of political aggression, to the serious,injury of any partici::'ating coun
try, the international' agency to be set up, UJ?On applicatio~ such 
country, should have the power to require all participating countries 
to take such measures as it prescribes to..deai with the situation. 

With respect to exchange control, specific sa.f~guards against its 
use as an instrument of trade regulation, or at least against its use 
in a discrininatory fashion, could appropriately be pro>ided in con
nection· with :the establishment of an international agency for mone-

, tary stabilization. Access to the credit facilities afforded by such an ' 
agP.ncy could be restricted to member countries, 11nd avoidance of any 
restrictions, or of any discriminatory restrictions, on the use of 
foreign exchange for the purpose of paying for current imports 
might be a condition of membership.1 

League of Nations, Recommmdalio11s of lhe Economic Committee Relali11g lo Com
fllercial Policy, Geneva, June I8, I929 (League Document C. I38, M. 53· I929. II. 
pp. I3-I4), and in Dra/1 Annolaled Agmda of lhe Mo11elary a11d Eco11omic Con
ferellce, j'anuary, 1933 (League Document C. 48, M. 18. 1933· II. Spec. I. V, B. (a)), 
and the proposal submitted to the London Monetary and Economic Conference by 
Secretary Hull in July, 1933 (League Document M. E. 22 (I), 1933, p. 43). 

1 The draft plan for an international Stabilization Fund issued by the United 
States Treasury in April, I943, contains the following relevant provisions: 
VI. "Each member country of the Fund undertakes the following: 

2. To abandon, as soon as the member country decides that conditions permit, 
all res~ictio~ and controls ov~r foreign exchange transactions (other than those 
~~lymg cap1la;l t;ansfe~s) With other member countries, and not to impose apy 
additional restriCtions Without the approval of the Fund. 

The Fund may make representations to member countries that conditions are 
favorabl~ for the abandonment of restrictions a~~d controls over foreign.,exchange 
transa~t10ns, and each member country shall give consideration to such repre
sentations." 

In ~~e Bri~sh y.'~ite Paper of April 8, 1943, presenting a plan for an International 
Clearmg Umon, tt ts proposed that: 

"In "ley case, it should be laid down that members of the Union would not 
all?~ or suffer among themselves any restrictions on the disposal of receipts 
artsmg out of current trade or 'invisible' income." 
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The techmca! dlfficult.les ~f framing a1~d of administering a multi

lateral agreement of th1s kmd would be comparrtively moderate if 
wi~ acceptance c~uld be obtai~ed for definite and unqualifi'e~ out
lawry of the q~gtl~nable P:~ctl~es,oat least afl=er a transition period 
had eapsed. If, however, as IS likely, many countries will be willing 
to sign such-an agreement qnly if ma<le subject to important reserva
tions and qualifications, very serious. difficulties" will result. In the 
light of past expej;ience, the greatest danger will be that an~agreement 
will be reacked with general provisions admirable in form and sub
§tance Bat almo~ totally deprived of meaning of' of enforceability by 
the detailed reservations and qualifications incorporated in the agree
ment. A spurious agreement \,<; likely to have even worse consequences 
than acknowledge'"d failure to reach an agreement, since in the latter 
case general reco~ition of the existence of an unsolved problem is 
promoted, au.d sober se~ond-thought may lead to a renewal.Qf attempts 
to reach a genuine solution. 

On the other hand, ;ince it will in all probability be a prerequisite 
for general acceptance of a significant agreement that some pro
vision be made f,or • the particular situation or the special circu~
stances of individual countries, a rigid convention not allowing of . 
any important .exceptions does not appear to be an available alterna
tive. The desirable and conceivably attainable solution of this difficulty 
would appear to be an agreement whose general provisions were fairly 
rigorous; but with provision for exemption from these provi~ions in 
particular cases upon application to the international supervisory . 
agency and approval thereby. 

It cannot too often be repeated, ho'.'fever, that progress in obtain
ing significant agreement in ·this field will certainly be difficult and 
will probably be impossible to achieve except in connection with the 
reaching of international agreement in other fields of interna~nal 
economic relations. In particular, in order to obtain substantial elim
ina:tion or restriction of the application of direct controls to foreign 
trade in°an objectionable manner, it will probably be necessary also to 
reach international agreement for the limitation of the heights of 
ordinary tariffs, for the establishment of international credit fac1litie~ 
both for monetary stabilization and for long-term investn1ent pur
poses, and for international collaboration in dealing with the problem 
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of the business cycle and (Jf mass-unemployment. Slow progress in 
this, as in the oth~ fields, will not necessarily be fat:fl, provided that 
there.,fs early agreement on the direction in which movement ~hall 
take place and on procedures of. negotiation which, will assure that 
the achievement of one stage of reform will lead promptly to ~deav-
ours to accomplish ~the next sta~te. · 


